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Much of the information 
concerning the attitudes of the 
Philosophy Department in this 
matter was provided by Mr. 
lleadrick. who was kind enough 
to outline both sides of the issue 
and how it was eventually 
resolved. We would naturally 
have preferred that the 
Philsophy Department clarify 
its own position. Unfortunately, 
this did not prove possible for 
reasons partially expressed in 
the accompanying editorial. We 
felt, however, that the story was 
important enough to run even 
with incomplete information). .
Thomas Headrick, Vice 
President for Academic Affairs, 
and the Philosophy Department 
have conducted “ intense 
negotiations”  in order to fill a 
projected vacancy in the 
Department. Since last Spring 
when the discussion commenced 
a number of fundamental dif­
ferences have arisen between the 
Philosophy Department and the 
Administration, including the 
role of each in the hiring 
processes and the role which the 
Philosophy Department should 
play in a small, liberal arts 
university.
The original controversy, 
which Headrick claims has “ been 
somewhat overblown” , arose 
over what type of professor the 
Department should search for 
Originally, Headrick desired one 
who could work in the area of the 
History of Philosophical ideas, 
while the Philosophy Department 
stressed the study of Logic and 
the Philosophy of Science. 
Headrick also wanted the new 
professor to participate in the 
proposed new humanities 
program to which, it appears, the 
Philosophy Department was 
opposed After much discussion, 
it was decided that the search 
would be widened to include both 
the areas of the History of 
Science and the History of 
Philosophy.
Interrelated with this first 
problem was the method 
proposed to find a new professor. 
As Headrick stated, “ My prin­
ciple concern has been that a 
narrow search may result in our 
ignoring candidates whom we 
should consider. Thus, in 
designing the search, which will 
clearly affect the outcome, I 
prefer that the Department 
spread its net widely and look for 
the ablest teacher of philosophy 
they can find, who also has a 
demonstrated capacity for solid
scholarship and w ho can thrive in 
the multi-pressure atmosphere of 
a small liberal arts college...As I 
understood the department’s 
original position, it preferred to 
narrow the search from the 
beginning to those candidates 
who might teach in certain 
specified area, mainly logic, 
philosophy of science, and 
philosophy of language” .
The Philosophy Department, 
on the other hand, felt that 
Headrick believed they had not 
taken the views of other depart­
ments sufficiently into account - a 
belief they felt was unfounded. 
They also pointed out that of the 
300 students who take philosophy 
courses in a school year, 100 of 
them enroll in logic. Thus, they 
felt that another professor versed 
in this specific area was a 
necessity. An argument asserted 
by Headrick was that faculty 
members of individual depart­
ments should be “ intellectually 
distinct...It is part of a good 
education for students to be 
exposed to fundamental dif­
ferences in the approaches to a 
discipline...the new member (of 
the philosophy department) 
should have an orientation 
toward philosophy that differs 
substantially from the outlooks of 
his two colleagues.”  On these 
points, Mr. Headrick now feels 
that both he and the Philosophy 
Department agree.
In explaining his role in the 
recruiting process, Mr Headrick 
said, “ I try to maintain an over­
view on who joins the faculty, 
what they contribute, and how 
their contributions relate to the 
work and offerings of other 
members of the faculty, both 
within and without the particular 
department. ..Certainly. 
departmental colleagues play the 
crucial role in selecting a faculty 
member They can best weigh a 
c a n d id a te ’s p ro fess ion a l 
qualifications.”  He continued by 
outlining two basic respon­
sibilities: “ 1) to ensure that this 
process of wide con­
sultation...goes on in a 
reasonably smooth and har­
monious way, and 2) to bring my 
own views about what is im­
portant for the University and the 
curriculum ”
As concerns the role of the 
individual department in the total 
educational process. the 
Philosophy Department feels 
that, as it is a member of the 
Himanities, it deals, albeit 
through a different approach, 
with similar problems which 
arise in other departments. They
concentrate on developing cer­
tain intellectual skills - clear 
writing, analytical reading and 
cogent arguments - as do other 
departments.
As it stands now, Headrick and 
the Philosophy Department are 
in general agreement as to what 
type of professor they wish to 
find He will be expected to teach 
Intermediate Logic and 
Mathematical Logic, and have 
special interest in the Philosophy 
and History of Science and in the 
History of Philosophy. They are 
looking for an older professor 
who has also completed his Ph.D. 
and has published. The search 
has, in fact, already begun. The 
department hopes to compile 
complete dossiers on 1(H) ap­
plicants and narrow them down 
to four or five who will be invited 
to Lawrence for evaluation by 
other facuulty members and by 
Philosophy majors. THE D ARLENE BLACKBURN TROUPE performed to arather small audience last Sunday evening as the conclusion to 
the Black Symposium (photo by Christie Smith)
Aims Of Black Symposium 




L U « — ELECTION
SEE PACES 8-1? . . .
by Gary .1. Richardson
From Sunday, November 4 to 
Sunday, November 11, the 
Association of African 
Americans presented its Third 
Annual Black Symposium The 
theme of Symposium this year 
was “ Through the Eyes of 
Blackness.” The intention was to 
present views in such areas as 
politics, art, the medias, music, 
or dance, from a black per­
spective
One aim of Symposium is to 
draw attention to and raise 
money for the Black Scholarship 
Fund This Fund was established 
three years ago with the intention 
of demonstration the interest that 
black Lawrentians in education 
to the Appleton community, The 
Board of Trustees, The Ad 
ministration and The Lawrence 
student body. The fund was not 
established only for use of those 
students here now, but for the 
benefit of future students who 
would not be able to afford an 
education here otherwise During 
the period set aside for Black 
Symposium, funds are solicited 
from the Lawrence Community 
and the Fox Valley area
The other aim of Symposium is 
to give the Lawrence and Ap 
pleton communities an op­
portunity to learn more about the 
experience of black people in this 
country. It is hoped that through 
the programs Black Symposium 
presents, a greater un­
derstanding of the attitude of 
black people may be attained by 
the white community. Thus, 
Symposium has been able to 
dispell the misconceptions of 
black people held bv people in the 
Lawrence and Appleton com 
munities.
The success Symposium has 
had in attainment of these goals 
is marginal Early estimates say 
that $700 800 has been raised for 
the Black Scholarship Fund 
during Symposium this year 
This is an impressive figure at 
first, but when taking the number 
of students, faculty members, 
parents, and alumni into con­
sideration, the success of Sym­
posium cannot be said to be huge. 
If the contributions to the Black 
Scholarship Fund amount to 
$1000, it represents a contribution 
of approximately $.75 from each 
member of the student body, 
which is estimated at 1325. This 
contribution was approximately 
the cost of admission to the 
performance of the Darlene 
Blackburn Dance Troupe, which 
performed Sunday. This means 
Symposium could have raised the 
money it did if the entire 
Lawrence Student Body had 
attended the performance of the 
dance troupe and attended 
nothing else. This also means 
that Symposium could have 
achieved the same monetary end 
without the help of the faculty or 
people from Appleton, or the 
people from other schools who 
came to hear Dick Gregory on 
November 6
The educational value of the 
speakers and the entertainment 
presented during Black Sym 
posium is difficult to assess. The 
music provided by “ Them” could 
not be said to have had too much 
educational value, and probably 
was not intended to. The 
speakers, on the other hand, 
provided a vehicle by which the 
Appleton and Lawrence com 
munities could gain insight into 
the black perspectives of politics, 
art, and the media The difficulty 
in assessing Symposium’s 
educational purpose comes in the 
attendance of the events spon 
sored during Black Symposium 
Of course the most successful 
event in terms of attendance was 
the appearance of Dick Gregory 
at Xavier High School But the 
appearances of Dr .1 Brooks 
Denty and Lu Palmer did not 
enjoy the same support from the 
Lawrence or Appleton com 
munities.
The educational value of 
Symposium was discussed with 
Ellen Douglass, Chairman of the 
Current Events Committee of 
AAA and coordinator of this 
years Symposium A senior, Ms 
Douglass has been on the 
Lawrence campus for four years
and is able to weigh the results of 
past symposiums with this 
year’s. “ I thought the fact that 
this years symposium “Through 
the Eyes of Blackness” included 
figures of more national 
prominence would attract more 
of the white community. Much to 
my disappointment, the level of 
interest was negligable” .
In her opinion, the major 
hurdle to achieving any type of 
“ education”  is a basic dis 
interest to any progress made in 
relations between blacks and 
whites on the campus and within 
the Appleton community. The 
educational programs that 
Symposium presents will never 
be of any value if the people they 
were designed to educate (white 
folk) do not attend
Speaking as co-ordinator, Ms 
Douglass feels that Symposium 
as it exists now may be outdated 
and said that a new format should 
be tried next year, if anything 
“The time has passed,”  she said, 
“ for black students to be viewed 
primarily as a vehicle for the 
education and enrichment of 
white folk as we have been. It is 
time for black students to become 
intraspective and to awaken from 
their long political sleep ”
One move towards looking to 
the needs of black people that Ms 
Douglass mentioned was the 
holding of a conference of black 
student representatives a t­
tending colleges within the 
Associated Colleges of the 
Midwest and perhaps Wisconsin 
schools, to discuss the mutual 
problems facing blacks in small 
white colleges as well as scoping 
on the state and needs of black 
people as a whole today
As far as the white community 
is concerned, Ms. Douglass feels 
that attempts should still be 
made for some type of com­
munication with blacks. She said 
that perhaps the Current Events 
Committee of the AAA could 
make efforts to bring speakers, 
films and exhibits to the campus 
throughout the entire school 
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For Ringer
Fit to Print?
On the surface, our story on the Philosophy Dept, and its 
disagreement with Mr. Headrick may not appear tobe terribly 
earth-shaking. In this editorial we would like to explain some 
of the many problems involved. These problems relate to the 
amount and aualitv of information available to the general 
Lawrence community, and the role of the Lawrentian in 
disseminating this information.
We were faced with the job of reporting a genuinely im­
portant story about which Mr. Headrick was reluctant to 
speak and which the Philosophy Dept., at least to the best of 
our estimation, was generally unwilling to discuss. Despite 
some legitimate preferences for avoiding publicity on the 
subject, we felt that the issues involved were significant areas 
of student concern and warranted publication.
The area of specialization of the professor who would fill 
the opening in the Philosophy Dept, would affect not only the 
particular courses that would or would not be taught, but 
would also influence the direction the department 
would take in the future and therefore the make-up of the 
University itself. It concerns the interests of both Philosophy 
majors and non-majors.
Root issues (departmental autonomy as opposed to the 
influence of the vice-president of academic affairs) strike at 
the heart of university management. A situation in which a 
disagreement in this matter is exposed cannot be ignored bv a 
newspaper which would attempt to claim any sort of 
legitimacy as an instrument of investigative reporting to its 
readership.
The factor of student input on faculty hiring is subtly in­
volved. Students are involved in this process to an extent, 
because they participate in the interviewing of candidates for 
a position. However, in this instance we are explaining a 
process of selection which was taking place before notices of 
an open position had even been released. The disagreement 
was over the areas of expertise that the department would be 
searching for, not simply the merits of an individual can­
didate.
We realize that this is a sensitive matter to discuss with 
the people concerned because some significant areas of 
disagreement have not been completely resolved. Fortunately, 
an accord was reached while avoiding these crisis areas. An 
article such as this conceivably could serve to re-instigate a 
controversy that has abated and exacerbate old wounds. 
However, it should be pointed out that had we tried to write the 
story a few weeks ago we would have been told that it would 
inflame the controversy further. Thus, the Lawrentian is 
virtually paralyzed on sensitive matters such as these, as 
individuals are disinclined to answer auestions.
This paralysis has, in other instances and with dif­
ferent characters, also taken the form of a sort of self-imposed 
censorship. Swayed by arguments (some of them admittedlv 
sound) that the best interests of private individuals would not 
be served by widespread publicity, the paper has chosen not to 
cover particular stones. A cautious approach to sensitive 
matters is necessary, especially in a small community. But 
this attitude can become unduly restrictive to a newspaper. 
Obviously, we feel that in this case self-censorship is not 
required.
For this story, the Lawrentian was fortunate because 
Headrick, despite the fact that he might expose himself to 
more problems than he might have preferred, felt, as he ex­
pressed to us, that the Lawrentian certainly had a right to 
explore this area. Therefore he replied substantively to the 
questions we placed before him. Unfortunately, we did not 
receive the same type of cooperation from the Philosophy 
Dept. We will admit that the department’s reasons for being 
rather closed-mouthed might be perfectly valid. We also 
acknowledge that their interests were in preserving the 
restored equilibrium with the administration, and in no way 
involved a desire to keep the information from the community. 
But we think the Philosophy Dept, should keep in mind that it 
is taking this position at the expense of the information 
available to the community.
In a slightly different light, we hope that this editorial has 
served to explain the type of problems or disagreements that 
do exist on campus but that the Lawrentian has been unable or 
unwilling to publish in the past. We will note in conclusion that 
we have known about this particular controversy since the 
middle of spring term of last year, and have only now 
managed to print it.
Thanks For Help To Tim
To the students of Lawrence 
University.
Our recent “ Tons for Tim” 
paper drive was a tremendous 
success because of an all-out 
support by people like you. I ’m 
sure Tim Brinkman’s realization 
of your concern and effort will 
inspire him to face his new 
limited way of life ahead more 
courageously.
There will be a follow-up paper 
drive for Tim on Saturday, 
December 1, sponsered by the 
Einstein Junior High students. It 
would be great if you could 
support them as well.
Our additional thanks go to 
Mrs. Sam Bond of Trever Hall 
who organized your appreciated 
contribution of paper and 
magazines.
Hats off to Appleton’s 
Lawrence University.
Most sincerely, 
Mrs. J.K . Dean. Co- 
Chairman of Drive
Editors-in-Chief Joe Bruce and Sue Jansky
Business Manager Sam McCreedy
Editorial Director Paul Donnelly
News Editor Dave Duperrault
Feature Editor Gary Richardson
Sports Editor Scott Russell
Assistant Sports Editors Curt Cohen. Jon Cowett
Theatre and Arts Editor Emily Miller
Contributing Editor Scot Faulkner
Editorial Assistants Linda Behar. Matt Brockmeier 




As you well may know, the 
Stalinist-Peronist §tudent 
Coalition Alliance Front has 
moved to support the Ringer- 
Shaugnessey ticket. Never one to 
back a sinking duck, we have 
become increasingly offended by 
Wray-Holt’s Jacobin attitude of 
philistine sentiments. We are 
more appreciative of Ringer’s 
cryptic solution to College 
Avenue than we are of Wray’s 
frenetical, albeit impetuous, 
decision to dig up College Avenue 
with stolen off-the-road equip­
ment. Wray’s mock-serious lip- 
service to the petty bourgeois 
faction of the Lawrence com-
munity repulses us We are most 
pleased with Ringer’s proposal to 
re-route the Fox River and fill the 
basin with macadam, as we are 
with his vision for a nationo- 
feudalist Quad We are pleased 
with Mr Ringer's sangfroid, his 
latent Machiavellianism, and 
with his hat. Where Wray’s 
campaign posters are all but non­
existent, Ringer’s posters shout 
Mayakovskianesque slogans 
(“ ...stepping on the throat of my 
own song’’) and extoll the virtues 
of a worker’s paradise. Fed-up 
with Wray’s phantasmal ideals 
and his Oriental affiliations, we 
urgently support Ringer’s 
pragmatic and proletarian ap­
proach to Lawrence’s carcinomic 
and babvlonian frams.
Vive la revolucion! The 
Stalinist-Peronist S.C.A.F.
Baby LeRoy Promises 
The Afghan LUCC Vote
To The Editor:
We recently received a letter 
from Baby Leroy. He is in Kabul, 
Afghanistan now, rolling hippies 
for spare change with Rab the 
Cynic. Somehow he heard of the 
up-coming elections at your 
college (his letter mumbled 
something about finding a very 
humorous drawing of a bearded 
character in the seat pocket of a 
prostrate hippie. Right now, he is 
pondering the enormity of 
an LUCC election and wondering 
how the college is going to get 
away with it. He wishes Merrit 
and Dan the best of luck (ap­
parently he met them in Hvar, 
Yugoslavia a few summers ago) 
and promises to get the Afghan 
vote one way or another.
American Friends of 
Baby Leroy
Prospectives
For a number of weeks now, the Lawrentian has 
been running a list of high schools from which seniors 
have asked for applications to Lawrence. The ex­
pectation of the admissions office was that Lawrence 
students returning home over winter break would get in 
touch with seniors who lived nearby, either in person or 
by phone, and answer any questions they might have 
about Lawrence in particular, or smali liberal arts 
colleges in general. Last year 63 Lawrence students 
spoke to 283 prospectives. This year the response has 
been about half as large.
Why not talk to some prospectives? It’s not hard and 
it’s not time-consuming. You don’t have to flatter the 
school unduly, but simply act as a resource of in­
formation. Many students who give campus tours, for 
instance, will tell you that such an experience is actually 
quite interesting. Besides, you would be giving valuable 
aid to a high school senior who can generally rely only on 
school catalogs for information If you’d like to try this, 
or would like further information, call the Admissions 
office (ext 232) sometime soon.
TERM 1,1973-74 EXAM SCHEDULE
luesdav, December 1
A M — ll:io  MWF 
P M -  8:30 TTS 
Wednesday. December 5 
A.M. — 9:50 TTS 
P  M -  2:50 MWF 
Thursday, December fi
A M — 9:50 MWF 
P M. — 1:30 MWF 
Friday, December 7
A.M. — 8:30 MWF
(This exam schedule does
w m i cxa,ms.n'1,y *» given, a more c. 
e i eleased in a subsequent issue
not include all 
A --- .... courses inore complete schedule
n i c e i m  \
To the Editor:
Hey mates, this isn’t a letter 
bomb or anything, just a little 
note to say me and the boys are 
pulling for Ringer and 
Shaughnessy in your upcoming 
elections. Bet you a case of Stout, 
mebbe a half, that these blokes 
will do a real bang-up job of 
governin’ and that’s a quote! We 




Belfast Loyal Order of Labourers
Innovation At Lawrence
To the Editor:
I found this in a book recom­
mended to me by a friend who 
also just graduated from 
Lawrence. The last line, “ You’ 11 
know you’ve been to college,” 
struck very close to home.
The book is This Way Out—A 
(iuide to Alternatives to 
Traditional College Education in 
the United States, Europe, and 
the Third World by John Coyne 
and Tom Hebert, two ex-Peace 
Corps workers and people- 
around the-world. Their book 
came out in 1972, so their in­
formation on Lawrence probably 
dates back to 1971. They welcome 
further information and 
suggestions, which can be for 
warded to 1503 Q Street N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20009
Also, Lawrence was listed 
under “ small and innovative 
“ colleges.
Do you feel like a “ real plod 
der” , the boyfriend in “ Sterile 
Cuckoo’’?
How would you capsulize your 




The following is what this letter 
refers to: “ Colleges look better if 
they’re liberal in a conservative 
atmosphere, than if they’re 
liberal in a radical setting 
Liberal Lawrence looks good in 
conservative Appleton. It is a 
hick town two hundred miles 
north of Chicago, a small in­
dustrial place that produces 
paper and pollutes the Fox River 
Lawrence is, nevertheless, 
perhaps the best small place to be 
found in Wisconsin. Perhaps the 
best place in the Midwest.
It is involved now in the five- 
year study to revamp the 
curriculum Over the last few 
years Lawrence has cautiously 
begun to stretch itself, introduce 
an overseas program to Europe 
and the Middle East, try off- 
campus and Urban Studies 
Programs. Students are 
demonstrating, on campus and 
off, but mostly off. Still no pass- 
fail or student run classes, but
Booky students at Lawrence, 
the kind that are always third or 
fourth in the high school 
graduating class, real plodders, 
but full of that friendly, warm, 
midwestem feelings you hear so 
much about . . . and rarely see 
No sulky Madison types here 
Lawrence students behave, want 
to learn and are damn bright' 
Like the boyfriend in Sterile 
Cuckoo, always bookin’.
We expect Lawrence to move 
quickly in the next two or three 
years. The winds of change are 
touching the Midwest and, as we 
said, Lawrence is liberal They'll 
see the handwriting on the wall 
and adapt. The Admissions Of­
ficers are going to continue 
looking for that straight plodder, 
but they won’t find them much 
longer. The corn fields of that 
kind of attitude are changing 
The Midwest has only been 
radical at a few places, now the 
small compuses—so many of 
them in these states—are 
beginning to roll. But besides 
that, Lawrence feels something is 
amiss with their program and 
this study, slowly and carefully 
done, will have the opportunity to 
change, to alter lifestyle arm 
have that adjustment felt and 




Editor's Note: Thanks to the 11 
people (including ourselves) who 
stayed up all. night to complete 
this issue.
Food ('enters ( losing 
Both Downer and Colman Food 
Centers will be closed during the 
Thanksgiving holidays (Thur 
sday through Sunday inclusive).
Presidential Simulation
Students interested in par­
ticipating in the Presidential 
Flection Simulation should take 
either Government 11 or 22 
during the second term and not 
during third term. The 
simulation will occur during the 
latter part of second term and 
will involve students from both 
courses.
The Family Affair
Monday's film, SYLVIA ANI) 
TH E PHANTOM (Claude 
Autrant-Lara) occurs in an an­
cestral chateau. A 16 year old girl 
falls in love with the ghost of her 




On Thanksgiving Day, there 
will be an Ecumenical Service at 
9:00am at All Saints’ Church (by 
the Conservatory).
Also, on Friday, November 30, 
there will be an Ecumenical 
celebration of the sacrament of 
penance. If you’re turned off by 
confession and want to celebrate 
Christ’s eternal mercy - come! 
The celebration will be held at 
7:30 pm at All Saints’. Fr. Stuart 
(from All Saints) and Fr. Groher 
(from the Newman Center) will 
officiate.
Donate Instruments
M USICAL IN STRUM EN TS 
NEEDED, to be donated to the 
Green Bay Symphony Women’s 
Guild Scholarship Committee. 
Purpose to be loaned to needy 
students in area schools. Call 
Mrs. Betty Weber 733-0049.
LUCC Elections
Elections for President and 
Vice-President of LUCC will be 
held on Monday, November 19th, 
from 11:30 to 1:00 p.m. Each 
dormitory will have a voting 
place for its residents ONLY!!!
Small Houses will vote in 
Downer.
Fraternities will vote in the 
FIG  I House.
Faculty and Off-Campus will 
vote in the Memorial Union.
If a run-off election is needed, it 
will be held on Monday, 
November 26th
Curling Club Meeting 
There will be a meeting of all 
those students interested in 
curling with the Appleton Curling 
Club this winter on Sunday, 
November 18th at 5:30 p.m. in 
room 110Sage Hall. Those who do 
not know what curling is are 
invited to come and find out. If 
you want information but cannot 
make the meeting please contact 
Dave Sutherland at ext 350.
Cheerleading
CH EERLEAD ERS NEEDED ! 
There will be basketball and 
wrestling cheerleading tryouts 
Tuesday, November 20, at 4:30 
p.m in Alexander Gymnasium 
The organization for the winter 
sports will be based on a con­
stitution with an advisor to call 
meetings. Anyone and everyone 
interested be in the Gym at 4:30 
Tuesday with a cheer and a chant 
ready to present to the judges 
individually or in pairs. If you 
have any questions, call Deb 
Grainger or Cindy Kittle, at 
Extension 302.
Lantern
An important organizational 
meeting of the Lantern will be 
held January 8, at 7:30 p.m. in 
Riverview Lounge. For further 
information, contact Suzie LeVan 
ext. 352 or Bob Seavey ext. 347.
Home, Greyhound 
Students interested in char­
tering a Greyhound bus to 
Chicago over Thanksgiving 
weekend should sign up on the^  
ride board in the union The bus 
would stop in Milwaukee. Skokie 
and downtown Chicago. The price 
will depend on the number of 
people who go, but if there are 
more than 50, it will be cheaper 
than going alone. For more in­
formation, contact Bob Gillio ext. 
394
Republican Workshops
Region 8 of the College 
Republicans will be holding 
campaign workshop sessions in 
the blue and green rooms at 
Downer Center on Saturday, 
November 17 from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. The sessions are free and 
open to all members of the 
Lawrence Community.
Committee on Committees
There will be a meeting of 
LUCC Committee on Com­
mittees. Sunday, November 18, in 
the Downer Biue Room at 4:00 
p.m. On the agenda will be 
financial requests from The 
Lawrence Quarterly, The Mid- 
East Speakers Forum, the 
Women’s Basketball team, and 
the fencing team The meeting is 
open for anyone who wishes to 
attend.
At the last Committee on 
Committee meeting, $200 was 
appropriated to help fund 10 
students trip to the Geological 
Society of America Convention in 
Dallas, Texas. Also, $575 was 
appropriated to the Board of 
Control for book containing 
photographs of the members of 
the senior class, due to the failure 
of an Ariel to be published this 
year.
New Student Designed course 
A student designed course in 
cognitive Development with 
emphasis on Piaget and the 
various spin-offs from his work 
Any implications or practical 
applications of emphasis. Any 
other suggestions will be 
welcomed. If interested please 
contact I,ee Wolff as soon as 
possible at 731-2971.
Open Letter To M r. Haynes
Dear Richard,
I think that the Lawrence 
Community should be aware that 
last Wednesday at 9:30 a.m., 
while two of us were still asleep, 
you and your army of cleaning 
people barged into our room, 
woke us up and kicked us out, 
moved our furniture around, 
scrubbed our room down, went 
through our closets and desk 
drawers, stole some cat food and 
a litter box from us, and had the 
audacity to tell us that we would 
be receiving a bill for your ser­
vices
Why do you continue to torment 
us9 Does our life style offend you 
to such an extent that you must 
barge uninvited and unan­
nounced into our room at a time 
of day when you know all of us 
will either be out, or too dazed to 
protest? (Smacks of the SS 
doesn’t it?) Why this insult to our 
personal freedom when the only 
two complaints that you ever 
brought to our attention had been 
satisfactorily resolved only the 
day before7
After an entire term of hassles 
and threats (most of which you 
obviously had no intention of 
carrying out) once you had no 
legitimate reason to badger us
by Eric Buchter 
Onagain-offagain-finnegan. 
That’s the story of the City of 
Appleton’s plans to w iden College 
Avenue Three weeks ago, debate 
raged over these plans with 
opposition expressed by many 
members of the Lawrence 
Community and a “ compromise” 
proposal was set forth by the 
Lawrence Administration Then, 
two weeks ago, came the 
welcome news that the City 
Council had approved a move by 
Mayor Donald Sutherland to cut 
out the funds for the project and 
put it off for at least a year 
But then last Wednesday, the 
City Council voted 10-0 to 
authorize the Department of 
Public Works to continue making 
plans for widening the Avenue. 
The plans were to follow the 
outline of the Lawrence proposal 
calling for a divided roadway 
which would supposedly be safer 
for pedestrians and more 
aesthetically appealing. Then, on 
Thursday, the Finance Com­
mittee, with the support of Mayor 
Sutherland, voted 3-2 to put the 
funding back in the 1974 Budget. 
Allocated were $202,280 for a 
“ boulevard”  and sanitary sewers 
for the Avenue The Mayor ex­
plained that the city planning 
counsultants, Harland B a r­
tholomew and Associates, were 
expected to produce a “ qualified 
interim report”  on the E. College 
Avenue traffic situation around 
January 1. This report would 
advise what to do until the final 
report comes out in 1975, and if 
the report were favorable to 
widening College, the City wants 
to be ready with funds and plans 
to move ahead on the project 
early next year 
The Post-Crescent, in its story 
last Friday on the Finance 
Committee action, said that it 
was uncertain whether or not the 
reintroduced funding would get 
through when the Council voted 
on the whole Budget At Mon­
day’s Council meeting there was 
much debate on whether or not 
Appleton should build a new pool, 
whether or not the Mayor should 
have an Administrative 
Assistant, and whether or not the 
City should buy a new rubber tire 
loader. Yet, there was no move to 
cut the College Avenue funds, nor 
even any debate on the issue. The 
question wasn’t even mentioned, 
and the 1974 Budget passed 
unanimously with the funds for 
College Avenue untouched 
Asked after the meeting about 
the situation, Walter Kalata, 
Alderman from the Second Ward
incessantly anymore, you 
decided to invent one. Since the 
picture was at last off the wall, 
and the cat was taken care of, 
suddenly our room is so in­
credibly filthy that it is 
disgustingly offensive to the 
I^awrence community as a whole. 
(Now kids, weren’t we the booger 
hanging out of your collective 
nose?)
Now that you have asserted 
your masculinity, and proved to 
us that you mean business, we’re 
scared shitless. So should you 
ever get the impulse to wallpaper 
our walls, varnish our doors, 
fumigate our beds, or go through 
our personal possessions looking 
for old love letters or used 
paperbacks, all at our expense of 
course, please control it. Gosh 
Mr. Haynes, we’ll try to be good 
boys in the future.
Cleanliness is next to Godliness,




P S Inclosed is a bill for what we 
think to be just compensation for 
your invasion of our privacy and 
the loss of our valuable time. If 
you wish to negotiate the fee, feel 
free to call us at ext. 354
Main Hall Forum
Mr. Ramali, Israeli Counsel 
General for the US Midwest, will 
speak on ‘The Chances For a 
Stable Peace in the Light of the 
Yom Kippur War” , on Monday, 
November 26 at 4:00 p.m. in the 
auditorium of the Worcester Art 
Center
Tropos - In The Shade
Anyone interested in editing, 
reviewing, or contributing to 
Tropos or In The Shade should 
contact Rick Fessler at the Fiji 
House, ext. 533. Tropos is a 
collection of student literary 
work, while In The Shade exhibits 
the artistic endeavors of just one 
student; photography, poetry, 
short stories, sketches, etc.
W A RM  Y O U R  C O C K LES  
with Dean Swift fancy 
sniffing snuff. Send name, 
etc, for free samples. Dean 
Swift Ltd. Box 2009, 
Sanfrancisco, Ca. 94126
Come See 
Rob, (ilen, and Joe 
At The New
C A M P U S  
B A R B E R  S H O P
129 N. Durkee 
at Washington 
Call Fo r Appointment 
739-1804
Announcement!
THE LAW RENCE QUARTERLY 
Since the last notice in the Lawrentian, The Lawrence 
Quarterly has made substantial progress The first issue is 
scheduled to appear on Tues., Nov. 27 It is essentially a 
“ working”  issue, published at lower cost than it is planned for 
the future. The first issue of this journal will probably include in 
it’s 60 pages three articles from the humanities, two from the 
social sciences, one from the natural sciences and two from the 
Freshman program. This first issue of the Quarterly will be 
distributed to all students and members of the faculty and ad 
ministration free of charge.
—ANDREW H. KALNOW. EDITOR
(which includes Lawrence), 
expressed sympathy with those 
who oppose the widening plans, 
but explained that his strategy 
was to place all his hopes on the 
Bartholomew' and Associates 
report. He said that he doubted 
that he could have mustered the 
votes to block the plan at this 
point, and that a decisive defeat 
for the opponents of widening 
would only add support for those 
who favor the widening plans 
Kalata said he felt confident that, 
if the Bartholomew and 
Associates report in January 
were not favorable to widening 
the Avenue, the plan could easily 
be blocked for a year or more.
In the meantime, a man from 
Bartholomew and Associates was 
out setting up a traffic counter in 
front of Plantz on Wednesday 
afternoon. Observing this, 
Assistant Librarian Dorman 
Smith commented, “ They’re still 
counting cars and not 
pedestrians."
Every Tuesday 
Night is Pitcher 
Night at Pizza Hut
FR EE
Half-Gallon Pitcher 
of Pabst or 
Soft Drink with 
every Large Pizza
1924 S. Oneida 
(one block South of 





Slobodkin Posits Self 
Image in Non-Humans
DR. LAWRENCE B. SLOBODKIN (photo by Dave Daven­
port).
Mentor Lectures On Odum
by Jeff Bleil and Sue Jansky
Dr. Lawrence B. Slobodkin, one 
of the major ecologists in biology 
today, presented his thesis on the 
“ Evolution of Self Image”  to a 
Biology-Science Seminar on 
Wednesday, November 14. 
Youngchild 161 was “ aisle seats 
only” with heavy faculty at­
tendance from a wide spectrum 
of departments. Slobodkin’s talk 
was interspersed with humorous 
comments and clever innuendos, 
which lightened the tone of the 
lecture but didn’t detract from 
the impact of what was said.
Slobodkin proposed a 
hypothesis which stated that self 
image, for many years believed 
to be the direct result of culture 
and therefore unique to man, is a 
characteristic seen in hominids 
evolutionarily far removed from 
man.
His prerequisite definition of 
evolution, anti-teleological in 
nature, does not allow for the 
antiquated belief that evolution is 
directional and continual due to 
an “ evolutionary momentum.” 
Given that evolution is not 
maximized. Slobodkin drew an 
analogy between evolution and the 
coin game “ Gambler’s Ruin,”  
which described formal 
evolutionary theory. He noted, 
however, that man and some 
primates don’t follow the rules of 
the “ evolution game.”  The only 
way to play the game correctly is 
to maximize its curation and 
minimize the stakes (for 
example, to react to one’s en­
vironment in only adaptive 
ways). Obviously, putting bones 
through one’s nose is not 
evolutionarily adaptive.
Slobodkin then described the 
p o s s ib le  e v o lu t io n a r y  
significance and development of 
self image He cited the example 
of findings at Tulane University 
that chimpanzees are capable of 
self-recognition. When con 
fronted with mirrors, the chimps 
reacted as they do when coming 
into contact with unfamiliar 
chimps- threatening noises, 
faces, etc. These reactions
lessened over time to basic 
tolerance, with an occasional 
face. The chimps were then 
anesthesized, red makeup ap 
plied to their forehead, and 
allowed to recover completely 
from the anesthetic. When the 
mirror was again presented, the 
immediate reaction of the chimps 
was to wipe the make-up off. 
This, said Slobodkin, is clearly 
“ introspective, nominative self 
image.”
Another example of non-human 
self-image behavior cited was the 
Japanese macaques who peeled 
the paper off caramels and 
washed sandy yams before they 
ate them. In both cases it was the 
young of the group who initiated 
the behavior and the older 
members who refused to eat with 
them when this behavior was 
exhibited.
Lastly, Slobodkin demolished 
the formal evolutionary postulate 
that survivability is directly 
proportional to fecundity. Baboon 
troops were used as an example in 
which dependence upon non- 
fecund, older females is great 
during times of drought. These 
females remember old 
waterholes not ordinarily used 
without reinforcement over a 
long period of time.
Thus, to accept the results of 
Slobodkin’s study, science is 
forced to throw out yet another 
set of evolutionary theories and is 
thus faced with a new set of 
postulates. These postulates 
contain three major proposals: 1) 
evolution is a non-profitable 
game in which some hominids 
don’t follow the rules; 2) self 
image has evolved biologically 
and is only socially assimilated, 
and 3) the survivability in a 
population is not proportional to 
fecundity, but it is related to 
other factors, not the least of 
which is determined by “ status” 
grouping.
Science Brief
On Christmas Eve this year, 
the brightest comet of the cen­
tury, Comet Kohoutek, will swing 
by our sun as part of a 50,000 
year long revolution through the 
universe. Comet Kohoutek is 
expected to exceed even Hailey’s 
comet in brightness and may be 
visible during daylight hours. As 
it makes its pass by the sun, 
scientists will be studying it from 
planes, satellites, space probes 
and from Skylab to attempt to 
solve the mystery of what a 
comet is made of and where it 
originates.
by Karen Cleary
Just when most freshman 
studies students reading En­
vironment. Power and Society 
were about to cast the book aside 
in despair, writing off the author, 
HT. Odum, as some ecologist 
gone diagram-happy, Robert 
Rosenburg, professor of 
Chemistry, stepped onto the 
scene. Thursday morning, 
November 8, freshman studies 
group II (Focusing on man and 
his environment) met to hear one 
of the six lectures that have been 
or will be given this term. The 
lectures are designed to help the 
student better understand the 
books he is reading for the course 
by clarifying the material, ad­
ding information and provoking 
questions.
Rosenburg, with his 
background in chemistry, cast 
some illumination on Odum’s 
text, a book concerned with 
portraying the forces necessary 
for life on earth and their 
delicately balanced interaction, 
as systems defined by energy 
influx and outflow The book is 
filled with diagramatic schemes 
of systems and subsystems, 
which may cause perplexion 
among those not familiar with 
this type of approach.
Beginning his lecture by 
suggesting that a true picture of 
man and his environment is 
obtained only when all points of 
view are weighed and con­
sidered. Rosenburg went on to 
say, “ You yourselves are going to 
be the individuals who decide 
what the overall picture is and it 
may well be different for dif­
ferent individuals.”  He continued 
to say that Odum develops ethical
F O R  T H E  W I D E S T
• nd (we think) he*f choice in 
luggage, fomi* lo Pah low's. I 
We have over 500 models hy 
famous luggage maker* at the 
price you can affird — $.95 to 
$170.
P A H - L O W ’ S
Leathergoods, Gift*
303 W . College Ave. 
Downtown Appleton
—
imperatives and conclusions 
from a scientific base.
Rosenburg announced that he 
would not be concerned with 
Odum’s conclusions in his lec­
ture, but would discuss his 
scientific concepts, and 
proceeded to concentrate on 
systems and conservation 
principles. He then analyzed 
some of Odum’s diagrams, 
hoping to make the student a 
little more confident and com­
fortable when dealing with them. 
Rosenburg reminds us that Odum 
discusses society from only one 
point of view; energy. He feels 
that energy certainly provides 
some limiting frameworks within 
which we have to work, but it 
does not mean there are only a 
few choices that can be made 
within this energetic framework. 
Choosing which paths to take are 
up to us. Rosenburg concluded by 




will be the site of a major upper 
Mid-west campaign workshop on 
November 16-17. The workshop is 
being co-sponsored by the Nor­
theast Area of the Wisconsin 
College Republicans and by 
Region 8 (Minnesota, Wisconsin, 
North and South Dakota) of the 
Mid-west Federation of College 
Republican Clubs.
Coupled with the workshop will 
be a banquet in honor of 
Republican National Com- 
mitteewoman Elizabeth Pfeiffer 
on Saturday, November 17. Ms. 
Pfeiffer was elected to her
MEN! — WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No ex 
i; perience required Excellent^! 
; : pay Worldwide travel 
; Perfect summer job or career 
> Send $300 for information > 
SFAFAX. Dept. U 11 P O. Box 
!; 2049, Port Angeles,!; 
; i Washington 98362 >
Smith Elected 
As ('haii itwii
( L U N )—Dorman Smith 
assistant university librarian and 
head of technical services for the 
Lawrence University library was 
elected vice chairman-chairman 
elect of the Wisconsin Library 
Association, Technical Services 
Division, at the annual meeting of 
the association in Green Bay 
recently.
As vice-chairman, Smith will 
assist in planning next year’s 
conference as well as workshops 
in technical services and a group 
meeting in the spring. He will 
assume the chairmanship the 
following year
Smith has been head of 
technical services in the 
Lawrence library since fall, 1970. 
This fall he was promoted to 
assistant university librarian. He 
has been active on the regional 
level in North East Wisconsin 
Intertype Libraries, Inc 
(N EW IL), editing recent union 
lists and coordinating duplicate 
exchanges. On the state level, 
from October 1971-October, 1972, 
he was secretary treasurer of the 




As it appeared that many 
seniors wanted a “ souvenir” of 
their last year at Lawrence, it 
has been announced that a 
yearbook, of sorts, will once 
again be published. Unofficially 
entitled the “ Senior Zoobook’’, it 
will be given away gratis to all 
seniors. It is tentatively planned 
to publish 300 of the “ yearbooks” 
-consisting of candid photos only.
Pat Locklin has volunteered to 
be editor of the publication, 
which is to be paid by LUCC 
funds originally meant for the 
now- defunct Ariel. The printing 
costs will be between $800 and 
$900. The deadline for submitting 
material to Central Services will 
be in the middle of next term so 
that the “ Zoobook”  will be 
completed by the end of third 
term.
The Ariel, which was last 
published 1971-72, was not printed 
last year because of a lack of 
subscriptions. 600 subscriptions 
were needed, but they received 
only 400. A regular yearbook 
could not be started now because 
of deadline problems. It is hoped 
that seniors will support the new 
“ Zoobook” ; if anyone wishes to 
contribute either time or energy, 
please contact Pat Locklin at ext. 
338.
Sponsoring
present position in the Spring of 
1972. The banquet will begin at 
5:00p.m. with a reception for Ms 
Pfeiffer in the Teakwood Room at 
Downer F'ood Center. At 5:30 the 
meal, turkey with trimmings, 
will be served in the Gold Room 
Tickets to this event will be $4 00 
for students and $5.00 for non 
students. The tickets can be 
purchased from Scot Faulkner at 
Sage Hall, ext 381 
The workshop sessions will he 
free and open to anyone who is 
interested. Registration will be at 
Sage Lounge from 7-9 pm 
Friday and 7-9 a.m. Saturday. 
Campaign displays and orien 
tation material will be at the 
registration tables. The 
workshop sessions will take place 
in the Blue and Green rooms in 
Downer Food Center. Speakers at 
the sessions will include 
Assemblyman Tobias Roth, 
Outagamie County G.O.P 
Chairman James Hensel, and 
Businessman John Conway
The Gamma-Delta chapter of the Phi Beta Kappa has elected 















Strange. J. David 
Thomason. Eleanor 
Zeegers, Marilyn
The Freshman Award is given to the students who compiled the 
most distinguished academic records in their freshman year. 





























73 Landis Films 
Good Change
by l-»ie Froelich 
Sage Hall Lounge was again 
usurped Tuesday, this time for 
the “ What’s Happening in the 
Halls”  program. This program 
has been for the most part 
dismally sour The calibre of 
affairs is low, the topics um- 
bearably banal and the at­
tendance weak. Tuesday night 
was quite an exception. Doc 
Landis showed his wildlife film. 
I ’ve always been a fan of such 
films, but I ’m usually taken 
aback by the filmmaker’s at­
tempt to anthropomorphize 
nature, to make it cute. Not the 
case with Landis’ film. His film is 
a rare one-belle nature at its 
best, big horns, Grizzlies and 
desolate Alaska
B IF R  B R IN G T  B A L I)  B E T R U N K E N H E IT  (photos by George 
Steed ).
Technically, the film is quite 
professional in quality, and 
Landis’ unassuming narrative 
compensated for any cinematic 
glibness. It is a down-home 
Ketchum, Idaho film, beautiful 
and accurate. If the chance again 
avails itself, go see Landis’ film. 
I ’d really like to see the “ What’s 
Happening” program sustain the 




On Tuesday, Nov. 20, Dr. Brian 
K. McKnightof the department of 
geology. University of Wisconsin, 
Oshkosh, will give a joint Geology 
Seminar - Science Colloquium on 
“ Deep Sea Drilling and Con­
tinental Drift.” Preceded by 
coffee and cookies, the talk will 
be given at 4:00 p.m. in 
Youngchild 161. Dr. McKnight’s 
talk will be the sixth Science 
Colloquium this term, a series of 
talks that attempt to cover 
various disciplines in the natural 
and physical sciences, and in­
terdisciplinary approaches to 
broi'd base research problems.
Dr. McKmght's talk will 
concern the general question of 
how the continents of the earth 
were formed during geological 
history. He will develop his 
argument using two approaches: 
(1) a survey of the current 
theories of continental drift, sea- 
floor spreading and plate tec­
tonics; (2) how recent data from 
a deep sea drilling project con­
ducted in the Indian Ocean 
supports or refutes these 
theories. In addition, Dr. 
McKnight will explain how this 
research was conducted aboard 
the drilling vessel “ D-V Glomar 
Challenger.”
In recent years, there has been 
astounding reshaping of theories 
on the origin of the continents in 
light of new research methods 
such as deep sea drilling and the 
cirtical examination of the 
composition of the core samples 
obtained from this process If 
enough samples of this kind are 
taken from a region of ocean 
basin and compared with similar 
samples from other basins, it is 
eventually possible to recon 
struct the patterns of plate 
movements that occurred during 
continental drift Deep sea core 
drilling for such geological 
samples is a relatively new 
research technique that has 
permitted reassessment of 
theories on continental drift, sea 
floor spreading, and plate tec­
tonics
German Department Offers 
New Seminar in Mimieli
by Jenny Glatch
One of the nicest things about 
Lawrence, is the wide variety of 
choice made available to the 
student. This choice not only 
includes such things as coed 
dorms, exceptional classes, 
seminars and concerts, but in 
eludes foreign travel as well.
Lawrence often offers 
stimulating alternatives to Ap 
pleton. One such opportunity is 
the German seminar, to be of­
fered fall term of 1974. Anyone 
fulfilling a prerequisite of 3 
terms of German (through 
German 11) or passing a 
proficiency exam, is eligable to 
participate.
Beginning Sept. 28 the student 
will spend 4 weeks in Hudelfzell 
studying at the Goethe Institute. 
Hudelfzell is located on I^ake 
Constance, about an hours drive 
from Zurich Thus, the student 
will find himself surrounded by 
unique scenery; as well as being 
surrounded by unique op­
portunities to study Language 
Arts.
The classes and groups are to 
be assigned according to the 
students own level of language 
proficiency. Nothing to worry 
about...Room and Board is 
arranged
From Oct. 24-Nov. 1, there is a 
worry, but a pleasant one This 
is a week break This week may 
be spent in travel alone, or 
possibly could develop into a 
group trip to the Rhine or even 
to the Swiss Alps Plans are 
pending
Nov. 1 will find the student 
back at studies again, but again.
with a new twist. The location 
now is Munich—where the 
student will live with a German 
family Board arrangements are 
to be met individually (not an 
unappetizing proposition) and 
are certainly flexible. Now that 
eating and sleeping are ac­
counted for we can get back to 
work,
There are no classrooms here. 
Meetings of such topics of inquiry 
at Theatre, German History, 
Music and Art, are held in 
cultural centers (i.e. museums or 
restaurants). Learning German 
history with a beer in your hand, 
or studying art in a museum 
somehow makes sense.
The cost9 Tuition is the same 
as one term at Lawrence, in 
Appleton Room is provided, 
although you must provide your 
own food. Pocket money is ad­
vised, probably $500 or $600; 
depending upon the size of your 
pocket, and how big a hole you’ve 
got in it.
For further information or 




120 North Hth Street 
Camden. New Jersey 0NI02 
Telephone: <«»<)> 365-7857
24 Hour Mail Orders of Quality 
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Bibliography & Footnotes 
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Friendships Flourish 
Thru Children’s Rec
by Sharon La nib 
I approached the west side of 
Lawrence University Student 
Union on Nov. 4th around 1:00 
The area looked somewhat dif­
ferent than usual. Seeing children 
again after living two months in a 
campus pseudo-society seemed 
odd. The strange thing was ob­
serving several LU  students 
entangled in a barrage of Ap 
pleton children. I not only noticed 
a guy in my 9:50 saunter past, 
hand in hand with two first 
graders but began to realize that 
the fatherly image to my right, 
carrying a toddler on his 
shoulders was actually my 
computer date.
they need Hugging and holding 
hands are natural parts of the 
friendships they keep.
The effect LU students have on 
the children is great Mark, my 
7th grade friend, described his 
favorite LU student, Pat, as 
being “ kind and pretty” . He 
added, “ When you do something 
wrong, she won’t holler. She’ll 
ask you why.”  Mark also ad 
mitted he likes the I,U students 
because of “ the way they smile.” 
Mark’s sister, who also par 
ticipates in the program, ad­
mitted while blushing that many 
of the girls develop crushes on the 
male students. Kathy Waller, like 
other LU students, continues her
That Sunday was the 4th time 
the Children’s Recreational 
Program has met this year. For 
over 6 years, LU students, within 
Lantern’s Children Recreation 
Program, have taken Appleton 
children on various outings. 
These children, ages 5 to 18, 
ordinarily w-ould not be able to 
afford such activities. Tran­
sportation is provided by a few 
LU students with cars. The 
Appleton Red Cross Service lends 
the program an emergency car 
every Sunday. This year the 
children have already visited 
Oshkosh Public Museum, held a 
picnic and a Halloween party and 
gone roller skating The money to 
pay for these activities is 
provided by the LUCC.
At 1:15, Mark Ix‘e, the coor­
dinator of the program, grandly 
frove up in the red cross car. In a 
matter of minutes, Mark, 
resembling the Pied Piper, was 
waist deep in urchins. He must 
have known some magic. How 
else would he be able to crowd 32 
Appleton kids and 14 LU students 
into 5 cars?
The roller skating rink was 
crowded Although some LU 
students weren’t as successful on 
wheels as their younger friends, 
all seemed to enjoy the com­
panionship. Relationships 
develop quickly these Sunday 
afternoons. Mark, an Appleton 
7th grader, and I became friends 
instantly. Each time he passed 
me (I was standing safely in a 
corner) he’d try a different fall to 
catch my attention. Here, the 
children recieve all the affection
friendship with some Appleton 
kids outside of the program. 
Some children visit or call LU 
students frequently Marsha and 
Kathy are good friends. They talk 
about how things are with 
Marsha’s family and school. 
Sometimes Marsha’s mother 
brings her over to Kathy’s dorm. 
"We don’t visit that often, but it’s 
kind of nice” . Kathy believes that 
the children’s contact with 
university students encourages 
education. She also believes that 
it’s good for them to see how 
other people react with their 
peers. As I passed an Appleton 
High Schooler, I overheard her 
exclaim, “ Hey! Guess what I 
decided! I ’m going to go to 
college” .
The children who participate in 
the program have some influence 
on the university students also. 
Bob Gillio views Sundays spent 
with the children as “ sort of an 
escape” . Others feel a strong 
need to show affection Mark Lee, 
coordinator, feels that “ the 
children come from different 
economic and social stratas than 
most LU students and the contact 
with these children makes 
students more aware of the 
conditions of the un­
derprivileged ”
The Children’s Recreational 
Program, although thriving on 
love from all participants, cash 
from LUCC, has many needs. 
They need more student volun 
teers to provide transportation. 
They need to find places where 
everyone likes to go Any student 
can participate. For information 
contact Mark Lee, extension 344
Planning a Party?
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Ambitious Attempt Yields 
Half Apples - Half Pears
by Paul Doepke
After four hundred years of 
English seminars, monographs, 
books, countless productions, 
both good and bad, it is difficult to 
take any position at all as regards 
the character of Hamlet. The 
conclusion reached, if any, will 
most likely be the one stated by 
Charles Marowitz in the preface 
to his collage version of 
Shakespeare’s play: Hamlet is 
“a pain in the ass” .
Yet, inevitable conclusion 
reached, Marowitz has chosen to 
do something about it all. By a 
careful juxtoposition of 
Shakespeare’s words, he has 
allowed us to view the character 
of Hamlet in an entirely new 
light
Shakespearean purists will 
greet the play with cries of 
“ pretentious”  and “ im ­
pertinent” . But if, after four 
centuries, someone can shed 
some light on the whole tired 
issue, I for one am all for it.
Hamlet, Marowitz tells us, is a 
loser, trapped by his own 
traditions and societal pressures. 
He is lost in a sea of antagonists, 
continually demanding action, 
and at the same time, upbraiding 
him for his inability to act. 
Hamlet is doomed to see both, or 
should I say, all sides of the 
question, and continually at­
tempts to rationalize and excuse 
his non-action. The cards are 
stacked against him. and he 
knows it; though he isn’t sure 
why. His only strong reactions 
are confusion and profound grief.
In case you haven’t noticed, 
this is clearly the position we all 
seem to be in, and Mark 
Malinauskas has given his 
production the scope necessary to 
get this across. It is one of the 
most lucid productions,
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thematically, I have seen 
anywhere. Quite obviously 
Malinauskas has given the 
question much thought Perhaps 
too much however, for it was in 
this area only that the production 
did full justice to its fine script.
from the design standpoint, 
the production is needlessly drab 
Joseph Hopfensperger and 
Melinda Leeson’s massive, stone 
textured set was serviceable but 
fairly uninteresting. Nancy 
Thorsen’s costumes were, 
disappointingly, quite traditional 
in conception. They worked to be 
sure, and were not without in­
terest, yet I was hoping to find 
them more in keeping with the 
off-beat approach of the script.
Such a script makes arduous 
demands on an actor, and I must 
commend Malinauskas and cast 
for taking it on. The discontinuity 
of scenes calls for lightning-fast 
transitions of pace and moves 
throughout, and a thorough 
knowledge and confidence as 
regards individual characters. 
Unfortunately, it was just this 
strength and confidence that 
most of the performances lacked 
The cast seemed, as a whole, 
hesitant and somewhat un­
comfortable. This was not always 
the case, however, and there 
were some genuinely fine per­
formances turned in, and fine 
moments in others.
As Fortinbras, the man Hamlet 
would be if he could, Eric Dancy 
gave by far the strongest and 
most exciting performance of the 
evening His stage presence is 
absolutely electric, and his 
genuine concern with and desire 
for Hamlet’s success were most 
convincing. He did especially 
well while defending Hamlet in 
the Trial scene. He demanded to 
be listened to, and well he might.
If you don’t know what a 
transition is, watch Ellen Kar- 
sten's Gertrude. Despite the 
discontinuity of scenes, Ellen was 
able to give us a consistent 
characterization combined with 
emotional variety, held together 
by a beautiful voice.
I must also single out Robert 
Ketterer and Craig Berenson, 
both of whom left an amazingly 
strong impression on me, despite 
the relative smallness of their 
roles. Rob, as the ghost, com­
bines strength, singleness of 
purpose, and, to my mind, 
flawless timing, with an in­
credibly striking physical ap­
pearance. Craig, as Laertes, has 
his best moment in the graveyard 
scene. The clarity of his phasing 
and diction and the sincere 
tenderness with which he spoke.
combined to provide one of the 
show’s most genuinely moving 
moments.
As to the rest of the cast, 
Robert Hermann was visually 
perfect as Claudius, and gave a 
controlled, carefully delineated 
performance, although to my 
mind, somewhat lacking in 
strength. Christopher Ward, as 
the clown-Polonius figure seemed 
on solid ground, and his 
movement was sure and clean, 
yet I felt he lacked a definite 
enough contrast between the two 
sides of his admittedly difficult 
character. Patricia Johns and 
Mona Stender, as the two 
Ophelias, struck sensuous and 
chaste poses respectively, but 
they remain as poses. This was 
frustrating as they both use their 
voices quite well. William 
Schindler and Brian Slocum, as 
Rosencrantz and Guilderstern, 
started off promisingly with a 
fantistic soft-shoe entrance, but 
soon lapsed into the general lack 
of vitality shown by so much of 
the cast. Jon Thol as the Captain- 
Priest, did his best to make an 
uninteresting part interesting.
I have saved my comments on 
Kevin Laing’s Hamlet for last, 
probably because they are 
hardest to write. Hamlet so 
dominates the evening that it is 
hard not to seem somewhat 
marvelous in the role, and yet it 
is a virtually unplayable one, as 
bound by precedent and tradition 
as it is. In this version, the actor 
is under greater pressure than 
usual to give an original reading, 
being the only thread connecting 
the disjointed seams. Perhaps it 
was for these reasons that 
Kevin’s Hamlet never succeeded.
He seemed uncomfortable with 
many of his speeches, and 
hurried over most of them too 
quickly, as if to get them out of 
the way, and his phony stage 
accent on words such as “ marry” 
(rolled r ’s), and “ lord” (lawd) 
annoyed me. His emotional line 
lacked variety, resulting in a lack 
of concern for the character on 
my part. He played the part with 
a great deal of physical energy, 
however, making the play much 
more exciting, visually, than it 
might have been.
If the Marowitz Hamlet is not 
the most satisfying production 
ever done at Lawrence, it should 
be remembered that it is also one 
of the most ambitious projects 1 
have seen attempted by the 
Theatre Department That they 
have succeeded to the extent they 
have is certainly a noteworthy 
achievement. Their efforts 
deserve to be seen.
SOPHOMORE SUSIE MEDAK sings of her childhood days in a 
scene from Save Me a Place at Forest Lawn, which will be 
performed Monday and Tuesday at 7:30 in the Cloak Ex ­
perimental Theater, (photo by Elliot Berlin)
lirrirtc: Save \l<> A l plarr
This Side Of Old Age
by Maura Silverman
No one particularly looks 
forward to old age, - the indignity 
of being typified as useless and 
shoved into the grandparent role 
as though life holds no other 
meaning other than the birth of 
still another grandchild Save Me 
A Place at Forest Lawn, by 
Lorees Yerby is about two elderly 
women, who while certainly old, 
are still very much useful to 
themselves ane each other.
In director Freddie Cagan’s 
words, “ the play is simply two 
women who meet for lunch 
everyday” . Clara played by Liz 
Davies and Gertrude by Susie 
Medak, are two delightful oc­
togenarians who do not usually 
regard themselves as old, except 
for self-pitying lapses of reality 
when they must admit to the fact 
that they are indeed old. Does 
one’s philosophy of life change 
when there isn’t much life left to 
be lived*’ For Clara and Ger­
trude, much has remained the 
same. They still wish for dignity 
and care about outside ap­
pearances But when respon 
sibilities are stripped away from 
an aging life, some things tend to 
take on a disproportionate im­
portance. The ritual of their 
luncheon everyday never varies 
and gives Clara and Gertrude a 
sense of security. Personal secrets
are even more treasured; Clara 
romantically hopes to carry her 
private knowledge to the grave.
Both women think a great deal 
about death: when it will come, 
how it will come, will it even 
come? The living and the present 
are too harsh and seem less 
important than the luxury of 
memories and heaven. Heaven 
fantasies offer a special solace; 
the endless deliberations on what 
it will be like and the longed for 
reconciliation with friends and 
relatives, somewhat like the 
excitement and apprehension of 
moving to a new neighborhood 
Gertrude and Clara have little 
doubt as to whether heaven ac­
tually exists. Such speculation is 
too uncomfortable for them now.
Their companionship mitigates 
old age. Gertrude says, “ We re 
two people on a desert island and 
I can’t hate the only survivor.” 
She pleads with Clara to forget 
their differences and to accept 
whatever pain they might give 
each other. They simply need 
each other.
Depsite the advance of years 
and the waning of physical 
energy, their relationship 
remains as intense as when they 
were young. Their com­
panionship is still a powerful 
union.
New P aperbacks
—THE V ELV ET  MONKEY WRENCH — by John Muir 
A unique book - it must be seen because it can't be described
—THE MARINO OF THE PRES ID EN T  1972 — bv Theodore II. 
White
A best seller now in paperback. What really happened? What 
contributed to the greatest landslide victory in any presidential 
election? These questions and more are examined by Pulitzer 
Price winner Theodore H. White
—THE WOMAN’S E Y E  — Edited by Anne Tucker
Essays and photographs by some of the world’s most 
prominent women.
—THE CATALOGUE OF AMERICAN CATALOGUES 
More than 750 shops and sources from w hich to buy thousands 
of unusual and useful goods made in the United States and how 
to buy it all by mail. Great for Christmas ideas.
Conkey ’s
Check out Our Pre-Christmas Book Sale
Some (,real Hooks Available for Little Cost
A LS O -C h ris tm a s  Cards, W rap, and Notes Available.
ii m iS I K 8 2nd <hristmas Gift Idea
JAPAN ESK  PR INT ARTISTS
























Senior Once Act 
Freddie Cagan’s production of 
Save Me A Place AC Forest Lawn 
will be produced this Monday and 
Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Cloak Theater. The one-act stars 
Liz Davies and Susie Medak, 
remembered for her per­
formances in Twelfth Night and 
Marat-Sade. Tickets can be 




Due to its success at Lawrence, 
Bill Eggbeer’s production of The 
Fantasticks has been invited to 
Neenah for an additional per­
formance Monday night. We wish 
them fame, fortune or whatever 
else comes along 
—o—
Theatre Workshop 
LUTC’s Theatre Workshop on 
Saturday will be led by Valerie 
Kuehn, presently working at the 
Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis. 
She will demonstrate new 
techniques concerning the use of 
plastics in the theater. The 
workshop will be at 1:00 p.m on 
the Stansbury Stage.
—o—
Student Art Sale 
Due to the success of the 
student art show and sale, art 
students who received money for 
their works will be able to expand 
materials to produce a variety of 
media in the futute. The 10 
percent commission goes to the 
Art Student Fund, which, with the 
additional money, will be able to 
finance speakers, field trips, 
films, etc. for the art students.
LUTC
Nominations for the posts of 
Company Manager, Associate 
Manager, and Publicity manager 
may be deposited in the envelope 
on the LUTC Bulletin Board until 
4:30 Tuesday November 20. In­
formation concerning the jobs 
and LUTC membership will also 
be posted Voting will take place 
between 8:30 and 4:30 in the 
Theater-Drama office on 
Tuesday, November 27. Anyone 
who has participated in any 
LUTC sponsored productions is 
eligible to vote.
FLASH!
Susie Medak (pronounced 
MFE-Dak) is learning to juggle 
and Paul Doepke does not think 
that she will succeed The fans 
should make a decision and root 
for the winning side of the raging 
battle.
L U JE
Sunday evening, Nobember 18 
the Lawrence University Jazz 
Ensemble will perform in the 
Memorial Chapel. Conducted by 
John Harmon, the group will split 
the concert into two halves; the 
first featuring numbers like Meet 
the LU JE , The Waltz You Swang 
For Me, B il l ’s Blues, The 
Hanging Gardens, Lady of the 
LU JE , and Sun Catchers. In the 
second half of the concert, The 
Jazz Ensemble will perform Us, 
Swag’s Groove, On Green 
Delphin Street. Adam’s Apple, 
Their’s Tears, Consummation, 
and Reunion at Newport.





The many who chose to take a 
study break at 3:00 p.m. Sunday 
afternoon to hear the Lawrence 
University Orchestra’s per­
formance were rewarded for 
their efforts by both an 
aesthetically pleasing and in­
vigorating concert Accepting the 
challenge of performing a con­
cert revolving around one of the 
most well known and famous of 
all symphonies, “ Beethoven’s 
Fifth”  as a debut performance, in 
itself exhibits a show of con­
fidence on the part of the con 
ductor, in himself and in his 
orchestra.
This early display of con­
fidence was later reinforced by 
the unqualified sucess of the 
Lawrence University Symphony 
Orchestra’s Concert in the 
Memorial Chapel, conducted by 
Joel Rosenberg Just to praise 
Mr. Rosenberg, for the 
remarkable work he has done 
building up the orchestra in this 
past seven weeks is not enough 
Rather it would be more ap­
propriate to describe him as an 
invaluable asset to the Lawrence 
Conservatory of Music.
The selection of pieces only 
served to augment the enjoyment 
to the listeners, as the three 
pieces played seem to follow a 
logical aesthetic sequence. The
slow processional mood of the 
Gabrieli Sonata, progressed to 
the flowing Vocalise of Rach­
maninoff, which exemplified the 
fine musicianship of the 
violinists. Their excellent 
phrasing and continuity of tone 
proved quite affective in this 
romantic piece.
Rosenberg captured the mood of 
Beethoven’s "Fifth Symphony.”  
The sheer energy and spirit he 
projected was clearly reflected in 
the response from the orchestra 
which took its cues with the 
precision and discipline of a well 
trained group. Because of the 
tremendous fame of 
‘‘Beethoven’s Fifth”  many in the 
audience probably began 
listening to the concert with vivid 
memories of such stirring per­
formances as those by the 
Chicago Symphony Orc hestra 
and the New York Philharmonic. 
However, many overcame this 
prejudice as evidenced by the 
thundering ovation that was 
given at the end of the per­
formance.
Student Recital
Tuesday afternoon, at 3:00 p.m. 
in the Harper Hall, a variety 
program of student recitals will 
occur The program consists of.
Geographical Fugue, per­
formed by the Teory 11A Class 
Debussy’s Romance, and 
Faure’s Les Berceaux, by Jane 
Taylor
Osborne’s Rhapsody for Solo 
Clarinet by Michael Kapinos 
Three vocal pieces performed 
by Betsy Benjamin 
A Bach Prelude by Mary Shaw 
A Clarinet piece played by 
Laura Bornhoeft 
Two Mozart vocals, perfromed 
by Maura Silverman 
Chopin’s Nocturne by Paula 
Tsurutani 
Benedetto Marcello’s Sonata in 




On Sunday night, Lawrence 
jazz fans will not have to make 
the hike to J.W . Puddv’s to hear 
live jazz Instead, they need only 
go to the Lawrence chapel at 8 
p.m (earlier if they want a seat) 
when the Lawrence Jazz En­
semble will give their first 
concert of the school year.
The concert will open with a 
musical introduction to the nine 
new members of the band. The 
concert will follow the same 
vibrant format as past JU JE  
concerts. For those listeners who 
remember “ Liferaft Ea rth ”  
from the fall term concert of last 
year, the band will do 2 more 
tunes by Liferaft’s composer, 
Butch Nordahl: “ Hanging 
Gardens”  and “ The Sun- 
Catchers.”
For jazz-flute fans, the band 
will do ‘‘B ill’s Blues” , a tune 
featured on the Woody Herman 
album ‘‘Raven Speaks.”  The 
L U JE  will also play another tune 
from this albUm, “ Reunion at 
Newport 1972.”
Few people at the concert will 
be able to avoid getting caught up 
in the tunes written by Thad 
Jones, of the Thad Jones-Mel 
Lewis Orchestra These tunes 
will include “ Us”  and “ The Waltz 
You Swang for Me.”  which will 
feature many of the band’s 
soloists. The L U JE  will also play 
Thad Jones’ “ Consummation,”  a 
juicy composition which employs 
a full quartet of french horns.
This is only a partial listing of 
Sunday night’s program 
Whatever a student’s jazz 
preference, the Lawrence jazz 
band will try to give the campus a 
good break from the academic 
grind Sunday night at 8 p.m. in 
the chapel Admission, of course, 
is free.yellow cab
‘  Has the Most Going for You
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Treger To Perform Again At Laurence
(LU N  )—Charles Treger, 
regarded as one of the top four or 
five violinists of his generation, 
will perfrom at Lawrence 
University with the Lawrence 
Symphony Orchestra. Friday, 
Nov. 16, at 8 p.m.
Treger, who performed last 
November at l^awrence’s 125th 
anniversary concert, will be the 
first presentation of the 1973-74 
Lawrence Artist Series. Last 
June, he was also at I^awrence to 
accept an honorary Doctor of 
Fine Arts degree.
In 1962, Treger was the first 
American to win the prestigious 
first prize in the International 
Wienawski competition in 
Poland, established in 1935 to 
honor the great Polish violinist- 
composer. Two years later, he 
was awarded the Gold Medal of 
the Wienawski Society, the first 
non Pole to receive the award 
presented only three times in the 
society’s history.
Treger’s violin is the “ Hart­
mann” Stradivarius, named for a 
previous owner, the renowned 
Hungarian violinist-composer 
Arthur Hartmann. Made in 1723, 
it is a prime example of the 
beginning of Antonio Stradivari’s 
“ golden period ”  The scroll of the 
instrument, however, is not the 
Stradivarius original but one 
crafted by the great French 
master, Jean Baptiste Vuillaume 
nearly 100 years later in Paris 
and joined to the Cremona body
The Artist Series concert by 
Treger will feature performances 
of two solo w'orks and a concerto. 
The solo works will be the Sonata 
in G minor by Johann Sebastian 
Bach and Nathan Milstein’s 
Paganiniana.
The Lawrence Symphony 
Orchestra, with Joel Rosenberg 
conducting, will join Treger for a 
performance of Max Bruch’s 
Concerto for Violin in G minor, 
Op. 26.
Treger was born in Detroit, 
Mich., as the son of an engineer 
for Ford Motor Co. and the 
grandson of a Hungarian gypsy 
fiddler of some eminence 
By the time he was seven, he 
was playing regularly in 
Detroit’s All-City Youth Or­
chestra, and at the age of 16 was a 
member of the first violin section 
of the Detroit Symphony. He 
played with the orchestra for 
three seasons, under such con­
ductors as Stokowski. Mitro- 
poulos, Reiner, and Bruno 
Walter, and later studied under 
William Engle, Karl Doctor, 
Hugo Kortschak, Szymon 
Goldberg and William Kroll, in 
line with his theory that the 
broadest possible artistic 
development is attained by 
working with teachers of varying 
styles and approaches.
in 1962, his talents already 
widely hailed, he accepted an 
offer from the Institute of In­
ternational Education and the 
U.S. State Department to par 
ticipate in any major in 
ternational competition in which 
he would like officially to 
represent the United States. He 
entered the Wienawski com­
petition because no American 
had ever won; therefore, it 
seemed the most challenging 
Since 1962, he has soloed with 
every major U.S. symphony 
orchestra, and in 1964 65 toured 
14 countries of Europe and the 
Middle East under the spon 
sorship of the U.S. State 
Department 
The New York Times has 
called Treger “one of our most 
important violinists,”  and 
another reviewer was moved to 
describe his technique “ as the 
despair of any other man who 
hopes to make fame and fortune 
by fiddling . . (Treger) has a 
tone so beautiful that you could 
almost cry ”
/  LAUNDERERS • CLEANER*
Phone 73 3 -4 4 2 8
★ Half a Block from Campus
★ Stop in for all your Laundiy 
and Diy Cleaning Services
★  3 0 7 E . College Ave.
Phi Delia Tlieta an il Kappa Alpha Them announce the PA RT ) OF TIIF ) FAR!!THE BARN DANCE
FE A T U R IN G  " F A M IL Y  AT M A X ”  and F R E E  B E E R
Buses will leave from the Quad starting 
at 8 :0 0 ,  runningI IT through until 10
llehl at Rainbow (wardens. located on Wisconsin trenne . I mile east of Appleton
Hamlet Review
Ambitious Attempt Yields 
Half Apples - Half Pears
by Paul Doepke
After four hundred years of 
English seminars, monographs, 
books, countless productions, 
both good and bad, it is difficult to 
take any position at all as regards 
the character of Hamlet. The 
conclusion reached, if any, will 
most likely be the one stated by 
Charles Marowitz in the preface 
to his collage version of 
Shakespeare’s play: Hamlet is 
“ a pain in the ass” .
Yet, inevitable conclusion 
reached, Marowitz has chosen to 
do something about it all. By a 
careful juxtoposition of 
Shakespeare’s words, he has 
allowed us to view the character 
of Hamlet in an entirely new 
light
Shakespearean purists will 
greet the play with cries of 
"pretentious”  and “ im ­
pertinent” . But if, after four 
centuries, someone can shed 
some light on the whole tired 
issue, 1 for one am all for it.
Hamlet, Marowitz tells us, is a 
loser, trapped by his own 
traditions and societal pressures. 
He is lost in a sea of antagonists, 
continually demanding action, 
and at the same time, upbraiding 
him for his inability to act. 
Hamlet is doomed to see both, or 
should 1 say, all sides of the 
question, and continually at­
tempts to rationalize and excuse 
his non-action The cards are 
stacked against him, and he 
knows it; though he isn’t sure 
why. His only strong reactions 
are confusion and profound grief.
In case you haven’t noticed, 
this is clearly the position we all 
seem to be in, and Mark 
Malinauskas has given his 
production the scope necessary to 
get this across. It is one of the 
most lucid productions,
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thematically, I have seen 
anywhere. Quite obviously 
Malinauskas has given the 
question much thought Perhaps 
too much however, for it was in 
this area only that the production 
did full justice to its fine script.
From the design standpoint, 
the production is needlessly drab 
Joseph Hopfensperger and 
Melinda Leeson’s massive, stone- 
textured set was serviceable but 
fairly uninteresting. Nancy 
Thorsen’s costumes were, 
disappointingly, quite traditional 
in conception. They worked to be 
sure, and were not without in­
terest, yet I was hoping to find 
them more in keeping with the 
off-beat approach of the script.
Such a script makes arduous 
demands on an actor, and I must 
commend Malinauskas and cast 
for taking it on. The discontinuity 
of scenes calls for lightning-fast 
transitions of pace and moves 
throughout, and a thorough 
knowledge and confidence as 
regards individual characters. 
Unfortunately, it was just this 
strength and confidence that 
most of the performances lacked 
The cast seemed, as a whole, 
hesitant and somewhat un­
comfortable. This was not always 
the case, however, and there 
were some genuinely fine per­
formances turned in, and fine 
moments in others.
As Fortinbras, the man Hamlet 
would be if he could, Eric Dancy 
gave by far the strongest and 
most exciting performance of the 
evening His stage presence is 
absolutely electric, and his 
genuine concern with and desire 
for Hamlet’s success were most 
convincing. He did especially 
well while defending Hamlet in 
the Trial scene. He demanded to 
be listened to, and well he might
If you don’t know what a 
transition is, watch Fllen Kar- 
sten’s Gertrude. Despite the 
discontinuity of scenes, Fllen was 
able to give us a consistent 
characterization combined with 
emotional variety, held together 
by a beautiful voice.
I must also single out Robert 
Ketterer and Craig Berenson, 
both of whom left an amazingly 
strong impression on me, despite 
the relative smallness of their 
roles. Hob, as the ghost, com­
bines strength, singleness of 
purpose, and, to my mind, 
flawless timing, with an in­
credibly striking physical ap­
pearance. Craig, as Laertes, has 
his best moment in the graveyard 
scene. The clarity of his phasing 
and diction and the sincere 
tenderness with which he spoke.
combined to provide one of the 
show’s most genuinely moving 
moments.
As to the rest of the cast, 
Robert Hermann was visually 
perfect as Claudius, and gave a 
controlled, carefully delineated 
performance, although to my 
mind, somewhat lacking in 
strength. Christopher Ward, as 
the down-Polonius figure seemed 
on solid ground, and his 
movement was sure and clean, 
yet I felt he lacked a definite 
enough contrast between the two 
sides of his admittedly difficult 
character. Patricia Johns and 
Mona Stender, as the two 
Ophelias, struck sensuous and 
chaste poses respectively, but 
they remain as poses. This was 
frustrating as they both use their 
voices quite well. William 
Schindler and Brian Slocum, as 
Rosenerantz and Guilderstern, 
started off promisingly with a 
fantistic soft-shoe entrance, but 
soon lapsed into the general lack 
of vitality shown by so much of 
the cast. Jon Thol as the Captain- 
Priest, did his best to make an 
uninteresting part interesting.
I have saved my comments on 
Kevin Laing’s Hamlet for last, 
probably because they are 
hardest to write. Hamlet so 
dominates the evening that it is 
hard not to seem somewhat 
marvelous in the role, and yet it 
is a virtually unplayable one, as 
bound by precedent and tradition 
as it is. In this version, the actor 
is under greater pressure than 
usual to give an original reading, 
being the only thread connecting 
the disjointed seams. Perhaps it 
was for these reasons that 
Kevin’s Hamlet never succeeded
He seemed uncomfortable with 
many of his speeches, and 
hurried over most of them too 
quickly, as if to get them out of 
the way, and his phony stage 
accent on words such as “ marry” 
(rolled r ’s), and “ lord”  (lawd) 
annoyed me. His emotional line 
lacked variety, resulting in a lack 
of concern for the character on 
my part He played the part with 
a great deal of physical energy, 
however, making the play much 
more exciting, visually, than it 
might have been
If the Marowitz Hamlet is not 
the most satisfying production 
ever done at Lawrence, it should 
be remembered that it is also one 
of the most ambitious projects I 
have seen attempted by the 
Theatre Department. That they 
have succeeded to the extent they 
have is certainly a noteworthy 
achievement Their efforts 
deserve to be seen.
SOPHOMORE SUSIE MEDAK sings of her childhood days in a 
scene from Save Me a Place at Forest Lawn, which will be 
performed Monday and Tuesday at 7:30 in the Cloak Ex­
perimental Theater, (photo by Elliot Berlin)
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This Side Of Old Age
by Maura Silverman
No one particularly looks 
forward to old age, - the indignity 
of being typified as useless and 
shoved into the grandparent role 
as though life holds no other 
meaning other than the birth of 
still another grandchild. Save Me 
A Place at Forest l,awn. by 
Lorees Yerby is about two elderly 
women, who while certainly old, 
are still very much useful to 
themselves ane each other.
In director Freddie Cagan’s 
words, “ the play is simply two 
women who meet for lunch 
everyday” . Clara played by Liz 
Davies and Gertrude by Susie 
Medak, are two delightful oc­
togenarians who do not usually 
regard themselves as old, except 
for self-pitying lapses of reality 
when they must admit to the fact 
that they are indeed old. Does 
one’s philosophy of life change 
when there isn’t much life left to 
be lived’’ For Clara and Ger­
trude, much has remained the 
same. They still wish for dignity 
and care about outside ap­
pearances. But when respon­
sibilities are stripped away from 
an aging life, some things tend to 
take on a disproportionate im­
portance The ritual of their 
luncheon everyday never varies 
and gives Clara and Gertrude a 
senseof security Personal secrets
are even more treasured; Clara 
romantically hopes to carry her 
private knowledge to the grave.
Both women think a great deal 
about death: when it will come, 
how it will come, will it even 
come? The living and the present 
are too harsh and seem less 
important than the luxury of 
memories and heaven. Heaven 
fantasies offer a special solace; 
the endless deliberations on what 
it will be like and the longed for 
reconciliation with friends and 
relatives, somewhat like the 
excitement and apprehension of 
moving to a new neighborhood 
Gertrude and Clara have little 
doubt as to whether heaven ac­
tually exists. Such speculation is 
too uncomfortable for them now.
Their companionship mitigates 
old age. Gertrude says, “ We re 
two people on a desert island and 
I can’t hate the only survivor.” 
She pleads with Clara to forget 
their differences and to accept 
whatever pain they might give 
each other. They simply need 
each other.
Depsite the advance of years 
and the waning of physical 
energy, their relationship 
remains as intense as when they 
were young Their com 
panionship is still a powerful 
union.
New P aperbacks
—THE V ELV ET  MONKEY WRENCH — by John Muir 
A unique book - it must be seen because it can’t be described
—THE MAKING OF THE PRESID EN T  1972 — bv Theodore H. 
White
A best seller now in paperback What really happened? What 
contributed to the greatest landslide victory in any presidential 
election? These questions and more are examined by Pulitzer 
Price winner Theodore H. White
—THE WOMAN’S EV’E  — Edited by Anne Tucker
Essays and photographs by some of the world’s most 
prominent women
—THE CATALOGUE OF AMERICAN CATALOGUES 
More than 750 shops and sources from which to buy thousands 
of unusual and useful goods made in the United States and how 
to buy it all by mail. Great for Christmas ideas.
Conkey’s
Check out Our Pre-Christmas Book Sale
S o m e  iw rcat lto<fks ( ro ih ilt le  f o r  L i l l i e  (  osf
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Senior Once Act 
Freddie Cagan’s production of 
Save Me A Place At Forest Lawn 
will be produced this Monday and 
Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m in the 
Cloak Theater The one-act stars 
Liz Davies and Susie Medak, 
remembered for her per­
formances in Twelfth Night and 
Marat-Sade. Tickets can be 
picked up in the L U. box office 
and are free.
The Fantasticks
Due to its success at Lawrence, 
Bill Eggbeer’s production of The 
Fantasticks has been invited to 
Neenah for an additional per­
formance Monday night. We wish 
them fame, fortune or whatever 
else comes along 
—o—
Theatre Workshop 
LUTC’s Theatre Workshop on 
Saturday will be led by Valerie 
Kuehn, presently working at the 
Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis. 
She will demonstrate new- 
techniques concerning the use of 
plastics in the theater. The 
workshop will be at 1.00 p.m. on 
the Stansbury Stage.
—o—
Student Art Sale 
Due to the success of the 
student art show and sale, art 
students who received money for 
their works will be able to expand 
materials to produce a variety of 
media in the futute. The 10 
percent commission goes to the 
Art Student Fund, which, with the 
additional money, will be able to 
finance speakers, field trips, 
films, etc. for the art students.
LUTC
Nominations for the posts of 
Company Manager, Associate 
Manager, and Publicity manager 
may be deposited in the envelope 
on the LUTC Bulletin Board until 
4:30 Tuesday November 20. In­
formation concerning the jobs 
and LUTC membership will also 
be posted Voting will take place 
between 8:30 and 4:30 in the 
Theater-Drama office on 
Tuesday, November 27 Anyone 
who has participated in any 
LUTC sponsored productions is 
eligible to vote.
FLASH!
Susie Medak (pronounced 
MEE-Dak) is learning to juggle 
and Paul Doepke does not think 
that she will succeed The fans 
should make a decision and root 
for the winning side of the raging 
battle.
L U JE
Sunday evening, Nobember 18 
the Lawrence University Jazz 
Ensemble will perform in the 
Memorial Chapel Conducted by 
John Harmon, the group will split 
the concert into two halves; the 
first featuring numbers like Meet 
the LU JE , The Waltz You Swang 
For Me, B il l ’s Blues, The 
Hanging Gardens, Lady of the 
LU JE , and Sun Catchers. In the 
second half of the concert, The 
Jazz Ensemble will perform Us, 
Swag’s Groove, On Green 
Delphin Street. Adam’s Apple, 
Their’s Tears, Consummation, 
and Reunion at Newport.
The concert begins at 8:00 p.m. 
in the Chapel
A R<• n e w
Lawrence Symphony
by Wendy Morgan
The many who chose to take a 
study break at 3:00 p.m. Sunday 
afternoon to hear the Lawrence 
University Orchestra’s per­
formance were rewarded for 
their efforts by both an 
aesthetically pleasing and in­
vigorating concert Accepting the 
challenge of performing a con­
cert revolving around one of the 
most well known and famous of 
all symphonies, “ Beethoven’s 
Fifth" as a debut performance, in 
itself exhibits a show of con­
fidence on the part of the con­
ductor, in himself and in his 
orchestra.
This early display of con­
fidence was later reinforced by 
the unqualified sucess of the 
Lawrence University Symphony 
Orchestra’s Concert in the 
Memorial Chapel, conducted by 
Joel Rosenberg Just to praise 
Mr. Rosenberg. for the 
remarkable work he has done 
building up the orchestra in this 
past seven weeks is not enough 
Rather it would be more ap 
propriate to describe him as an 
invaluable asset to the Lawrence 
Conservatory of Music.
The selection of pieces only 
served to augment the enjoyment 
to the listeners, as the three 
pieces played seem to follow a 
logical aesthetic sequence. The
slow processional mood of the 
Gabrieli Sonata, progressed to 
the flowing Vocalise of Rach 
maninoff, which exemplified the 
fine musicianship of the 
violinists. Their excellent 
phrasing and continuity of tone 
proved quite affective in this 
romantic piece.
Rosenberg captured the mood ot 
Beethoven’s "Fifth Symphony.”  
The sheer energy and spirit he 
projected was clearly reflected in 
the response from the orchestra 
which took its cues with the 
precision and discipline of a well 
trained group Because of the 
tremendous fame of 
“ Beethoven’s Fifth’’ many in the 
audience probably began 
listening to the concert with vivid 
memories of such stirring per­
formances as those by the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra 
and the New York Philharmonic. 
However, many overcame this 
prejudice as evidenced by the 
thundering ovation that was 
given at the end of the per­
formance.
Student Recital
Tuesday afternoon, at 3:00 p.m. 
in the Harper Hall, a variety 
program of student recitals wiil 
occur. The program consists of: 
Geographical Fugue, per­
formed by the Teory 11A Class 
Debussy’s Romance, and 
Faure’s Les Herceaux, by Jane 
Taylor
Osborne's Rhapsody for Solo 
Clarinet by Michael Kapinos 
Three vocal pieces performed 
by Betsy Benjamin 
A Bach Prelude by Mary Shaw 
A Clarinet piece played by 
Laura Bornhoeft 
Two Mozart vocals, perfromed 
by Maura Silverman 
Chopin’s Nocturne by Paula 
Tsurutani 
Benedetto Marcello’s Sonata in 




On Sunday night, Lawrence 
jazz fans will not have to make 
the hike to J.W  Puddy’s to hear 
live jazz. Instead, they need only 
go to the Lawrence chapel at 8 
p.m. (earlier if they want a seat) 
when the Lawrence Jazz En ­
semble will give their first 
concert of the school year.
The concert will open with a 
musical introduction to the nine 
new members of the band The 
concert will follow the same 
vibrant format as past JU JE  
concerts. For those listeners who 
remember “ Liferaft Ea rth ”  
from the fall term concert of last 
year, the band will do 2 more 
tunes by Liferaft s composer. 
Butch Nordahl: “ Hanging 
Gardens”  and “ The Sun- 
Catchers.”
For jazz-flute fans, the band 
will do “ B ill’s Blues” , a tune 
featured on the Woody Herman 
album “ Raven Speaks.”  The 
L U JE  will also play another tune 
from this alblim, “ Reunion at 
Newport 1972.”
Few people at the concert will 
be able to avoid getting caught up 
in the tunes written by Thad 
Jones, of the Thad Jones Mel 
Lewis Orchestra. These tunes 
w ill include “ Us”  and “ The Waltz 
You Swang for Me.”  which will 
feature many of the band’s 
soloists The L U JE  will also play 
Thad Jones’ "Consummation,”  a 
juicy composition which employs 
a full quartet of french horns
This is only a partial listing of 
Sunday night’s program. 
Whatever a student’s jazz 
preference, the Lawrence jazz 
band will try to give the campus a 
good break from the academic 
grind Sunday night at 8 p.m in 
the chapel Admission, of course, 
is free.yellow cab
*  Has the Most Going for You
Treger To Perform Again At Laurence
( LUN  )—Charles Treger, 
regarded as one of the top four or 
five violinists of his generation, 
will perfrom at Lawrence 
University with the Lawrence 
Symphony Orchestra, Friday, 
Nov. 16, at 8 p.m
Treger, who performed last 
November at Lawrence’s 125th 
anniversary concert, w-ill be the 
first presentation of the 1973-74 
Lawrence Artist Series. Last 
June, he was also at l^awrence to 
accept an honorary Doctor of 
Fine Arts degree
In 1962, Treger was the first 
American to win the prestigious 
first prize in the International 
Wienawski competition in 
Poland, established in 1935 to 
honor the great Polish violinist- 
composer Two years later, he 
was awarded the Gold Medal of 
the Wienawski Society, the first 
non Pole to receive the award 
presented only three times in the 
society’s history.
Treger’s violin is the "Hart­
mann” Stradivarius, named for a 
previous owner, the renowned 
Hungarian violinist-eomposer 
Arthur Hartmann Made in 1723, 
it is a prime example of the 
beginning of Antonio Stradivari’s 
"golden period ’’The scroll of the 
instrument, however, is not the 
Stradivarius original but one 
crafted by the great French 
master, Jean Baptiste Vuillaume 
nearly 100 years later in Paris 
and joined to the Cremona body.
The Artist Series concert by 
Treger will feature performances 
of two solo works and a concerto. 
The solo works will be the Sonata 
in G minor by Johann Sebastian 
Bach and Nathan Milstein’s 
Paganiniana.
The Lawrence Symphony 
Orchestra, with Joel Rosenberg 
conducting, will join Treger for a 
performance of Max Bruch’s 
Concerto for Violin in G minor, 
Op 26.
Treger was born in Detroit, 
Mich., as the son of an engineer 
for Ford Motor Co. and the 
grandson of a Hungarian gypsy 
fiddler of some eminence.
By the time he was seven, he 
was playing regularly in 
Detroit’s All-City Youth O r­
chestra, and at the age of 16 was a 
member of the first violin section 
of the Detroit Symphony. He 
played with the orchestra for 
three seasons, under such con­
ductors as Stokowski, Mitro- 
poulos, Reiner, and Bruno 
Walter, and later studied under 
William Engle, Karl Doctor, 
Hugo Kortsehak, Szymon 
Goldberg and William Kroll. in 
line with his theory that the 
broadest possible artistic 
development is attained by 
working with teachers of varying 
styles and approaches.
In 1962, his talents already 
widely hailed, he accepted an 
offer from the Institute of In 
ternational Education and the 
U.S. State Department to par­
ticipate in any major in 
ternational competition in which 
he would like officially to 
represent the United States He 
entered the Wienawski com­
petition because no American 
had ever won; therefore, it 
seemed the mast challenging.
Since 1962, he has soloed with 
every major U.S. symphony 
orchestra, and in 1964-65 toured 
14 countries of Europe and the 
Middle East under the spon 
sorship of the U.S. State 
Department
The New York Times has 
called Treger “ one of our most 
important violinists,”  and 
another reviewer was moved to 
describe his technique “ as the 
despair of any other man who 
hopes to make fame and fortune 
by fiddling . . . (Treger) has a 
tone so beautiful that you could 
almost cry ”
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The Committee on Academic Planning undertook 
an intensive study last year of departmental 
examinations and their significance. The study 
culminated in a recommendation to the faculty that 
the administration of departmental no longer be 
mandatory.
Comprehensives had originally been designed as 
one way of integrating the student’s knowledge of 
his major during his senior year. In practice, 
however, passing comps became a requirement 
for graduation. Recognizing that an examination as 
a me£ns of integrating material is not appropriate 
for some disciplines, that sufficient preparation 
time was not provided, and that comps had come to 
represent an intimidating obstacle to graduation for 
many students, the faculty endorsed the Com­
mittee’s recommendations, which are reprinted in 
part below. (For a more thorough treatment of the 
Committee’s report, see the Lawrentian, June 1, 
1973.)
1. THAT, TO THE EXTENT CONSIDERED 
FEA S IB L E  BY EACH "DEPARTMENT” , IN ­
TEGRATIO N  OF KN O W LED GE IN THE 
MAJOR F IE LD  be affirmed as a significant 
objective of the senior year;
2. THAT each “ department” assume the respon­
sibility for designing and implementing means 
appropriate to its discipline to achieve this ob­
jective;
3. THAT each “ department”  determine for itself 
whether satisfactory accomplishment of this 
objective is to be an absolute requirement for 
graduation with a major in that “ department” ; 
and
4. THAT each “ department” include in an annual 
report to the President an accounting of its efforts 
to achieve this objective.
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Gov’t, Math, English Dep’ts. 
Respond On Departmentals
by Sally Scoggin
Last spring departments were 
given jurisdiction over decisions 
concerning comprehensives and 
were advised to develop some 
means to integrate material in 
the major field. As a result, 
nearly all departments have 
begun to re-examine their 
policies. Some, like the govern­
ment and math departments, 
have made significant revisions; 
others, like the English depart­
ment, have retained the com­
prehensive exam. Investigating 
the decisions made in these three 
departments may uncover some 
of the questions many depart­
ments have faced.
According to department 
chairman Peter Fritzell, in­
tegration for a major in English 
means 1) “ using all skills of 
analysis together on isolated 
pieces,”  and 2) “ analyzing 
material across such topics as 
genre, historical period and 
style.”  While the first is done 
extensively in courses, the 
second is not. Comprehensives, 
then, provide a supplement to 
courses ottering students the 
opportunity to compare very 
different pieces of literature and 
analyze short prose and poetic 
works.
Part of the reason for retaining 
the departmental exam is that 
other alternatives appear to be 
somewhat impractical. Fritzell 
said that because of the limited 
size of the faculty, obligations to 
freshman studies, and sab­
baticals, a senior seminar added 
to the curriculum would mean 
dropping other courses from it. 
Taking an independent study in 
lieu of the exam would mean that 
the student would take one less 
course from the curriculum
Some students, however, 
disagreed with the reasoning of 
the department. While one 
student agreed with the idea of 
integrating course material, she 
added, “ I find it hard to believe 
that the six-hour exam does that 
successfully. The exam itself 
seems to test memory more than 
one’s ability to compare works in 
great detail ”  Senior Steve Jones 
felt that the exam was not 
flexible enough to match his 
interests. “ I am interested in 
American Literature, but most of 
the authors on the com­
prehensives reading list are 
English. Studying for me may 
turn out to be more reading than
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integrating.”  A third student, 
however, felt that the exam 
would demand that she “ rethink" 
some of the ideas from courses.
Fritzell said that there is a 
possibility that a student-faculty 
committee will be formed to look 
at comprehensives and the 
curriculum as a whole. Con­
ceivably, the committee would 
ask past majors about the value 
of the exam and would gather 
statistics on courses in the 
curriculum, for instance, on 
enrollment of majors and non­
majors in the courses. The hope 
is that this would give the 
department a clearer picture of 
where comps belong within the 
total framework of the depart­
ment.
In contrast to the English 
faculty, the math department 
formed a student-faculty com­
mittee last September Last week 
the committee proposed three 
options for comprehensives - a 
written exam, an independent 
project, or a senior seminar With 
three options, two of which are to 
be given course credit, the 
committee felt that some of the 
anxiety, which invariably ac­
companied the exam, would be 
minimized.
Like most departments, their 
goal was to integrate material in 
the senior year by “ studying the 
unifying ideas in the field of 
mathematics. While an exam 
would meet this goal on a general 
level, the committee felt that an 
independent study or seminar 
would enable students to explore 
“ unifying ideas”  in greater 
depth “ The object is not to get 
students to specialize further,” 
said Professor David Radford, 
“ but to get them to pull ideas 
together. 1 feel that it is im­
portant enough to warrant a 
course credit.”
A committee member, Eric 
Carleen, emphasized the point 
that the options “ allow a student 
to plan for himself; this way, for 
instance, a student could design 
an independent study that might 
give him a head start on his 
career.”
Like the independent study, the 
senior seminar will include in­
dividual research. “ In addition,”  
said Eric, “ the seminar will offer 
the chance to work on a problem 
with a group of people and to talk 
with other math majors about the 
subject. I ’ve felt isolated at times 
since it’s hard to find many 
people who are interested in 
talking about math ”  Both he and 
Radford agreed that it was im­
portant to leave Lawrence with a 
“ good feeling’’ about math
Like the math department, the 
government faculty has revised 
its comprehensives policy, but 
rather than increasing the op 
tions, it has done away with the 
idea altogether. This does not 
mean, however, that the hope of 
integrating material is gone. 
Rather, there will be an attempt 
to encourage it within regular 
course work Two kinds of in­
tegration are involved. “The 
first,”  said Professor Chung Do 
Hah, “ is that within each of the 
four major areas of political 
sc ienc e-American politics, 
com parative governments, 
political parties, and in 
ternational politics. Students 
from the class of 1975 on will be 
required to take the course in 
each area which “ is most useful 
as an introduction to the area and 
most helpful in developing the 
ability to integrate both on the 
empirical and theoretical level.” 
The second involves in­
tegrating ideas from those four 
fields. While Hah expressed the 
hope that students would pul 
together broad ideas on their 
own. he said, “ there is no specific 
structure for doing it.”
In the past, the general part of 
the comprehensive exam has 
provided that structure, but for 
the most part, said Hah, the 
students did not do well on the 
exam and it was, therefore, not 
particularly valuable as an in 
tegrating tool.
Like the English department, 
government decided against the 
seminar as a means for in­
tegrating material, partly 
because it might mean 
sacrificing courses in the 
curriculum There is a seminar in 
political theory and analysis 
which does draw on knowledge 
from all areas, but it is more 
directly concerned with com- 
temporary problems in the field 
Joe Bruce expressed agreement 
with the government department 
decisions but observed that “ the 
unwillingness to sacrifice a 
regular course for a seminar 
designed at integrating ideas 
from the four field would seem to 
imply that a particular course is 
considered more valuable than 
this type of experience.”
The department will still en­
courage independent studies and 
honors work but neither will be 
required for graduation. In the 
absence of a required exam, 
independent study, or seminar, 
the department felt that a 
“ required exposure of the 
students to different areas of 
political science is a more 
























73 Department Heads Outline Comps
In order to inform the student body of individual 
department’s policies concerning departmentals, 
the Lawrentian decided to run a short description of 
each approach The following are the departmental 
descriptions of senior requirements for fulfillment 
of their Major.
Anthropology
Anthropology comprehensives, per se, have been 
dropped. However, the core of internal and external 
course distribution requirements fulfills itself the 
purpose of an “ integrative experience.”  In the 
future, but probably not next year, there may be 
other comprehensive requirements, such as a 
senior seminar. Majors are also encouraged to 
write honors papers, another type of comprehensive 
experience.
Geology
The geology department outlines four basic ob­
jectives for completion of a major. They are: 1) the 
integration of knowledge in the geological field, 2) 
that each person, together with the faculty member 
of his choice, jointly determine an appropriate 
means of reaching this objective, » 3) that 
satisfactory accomplishment of this objective is not 
to be an absolute requirement for graduation, and
4) that each student-faculty submit to the depart­
ment chairperson a description of the efforts to 
achieve this objective The opportunities to reach 
this objective included seminar-field projects, in 
dependent studies projects, examinations and 
readings.
German
Majors must successfully complete the work of 
the senior seminar during the winter term In this 
seminar students write short papers on selected 
works and discuss a broad range of topics. A 
comprehensive examination which makes 
allowance for differing backgrounds of preparation 
is required at the end of the seminar. All majors are 
encouraged to complete some independent work 
during the senior year.
Psychology
In response to the faculty’s resolution regarding 
comprehensive examinations, the Psychology 
Department has decided to discontinue the 
traditional comprehensive examination beginning 
with the class of 1974
They reject the use of a single examination to 
provide an “ integration of knowledge”  in 
psychology as being pedagogically unsound Their 
approach is to consider the student's course pattern 
as providing the integrative experience. The 
requirements for a major in psychology are in­
tended to produce such integrative course patterns 
Students completing these requirements will have 
acquired an in-depth competence in four content 
areas covering both the humanistic and laboratory 
experimental approaches to psychology plus two 
important “ tools” for psychologists, statistics, and 
computer programming.
Religion
There is no examination requirement for 
graduation Faculty and students will meet jointly 
to determine the best way to fulfill the spirit of the 
faculty legislation.
Art
Departmental examinations are no longer 
required. However, the custom will continue for 
studio majors to produce a senior show as a matter 
of a goal to work toward and an opportunity for 
faculty and students to reappraise their production 
and tor a critical exchange. Art history majors will 
have built into their last tutorial or independent 
project an opportunity to share it with faculty and 
other students in the form of a lecture. An additional 
objective of this is to provide the student with the 
opportunity to depart from the conventional term 
paper and becoming vocally authoritative.
Biology
All seniors are required to participate in the 
Departmental seminar series “ Recent Advances in 
Biology.”  The series is designed to provide a 
multidisciplinary approach to modern biological 
theory and research. Scientists in biological and 
allied fields will present weekly seminars relating 
their research to broader aspects of their discipline. 
A sufficient variety of topics will be submitted 
within any academic year as to provide a 
reasonably comprehensive exposure to the current 
frontiers of biological research.
Chemistry
The chemistry department expects every student 
to present a seminar sometime during their last 
three terms in residence as a part of the depart­
mental seminar series. Seminars will normally 
grow out of students’ experience off-campus, in 
tutorials, or in independent studies. Such ex­
perience is now rarely shared with other students 
and staff; one purpose of the seminar series is to 
enrich the education of all by facilitating this 
sharing.
Classics
Classics comprehensives generally take the form 
of an examination made up at the whim of whatever 
professors happen to be members of the department 
at the time. They have varied in content from a type 
of quiz game, with seniors and professors on op­
posing sides, to a more formal three-hour written 
exam. Comprehensives are administered at a time 
of general convenience to all involved, usually on a 
gloomy Saturday during winter or spring term.
Economics
The Economics department will continue to 
require seniors to participate in a departmental 
exercise in order to graduate with a major in 
economics. Opportunities to fulfill this requirement 
are being broadened to include papers in addition to 
the usual exams. The department will continue to 
use “ departmentals”  as an avenue through which 
students may achieve “ distinction" in their majors.
A student-faculty committee of the department 
continues to explore further possibilities for fruitful, 
culminating experiences for economics majors.
French
A student with a concentration in French literary 
studies will complete satisfactorily: 1) three period 
or theme courses, 2) six five-week author 
sequences, 3) the Cours pratique or the Paris 
seminar, and 4) a senior project - usually an essay 
For the senior project, each student chooses a 
limited area of interest and submits his idea at the 
beginning of the first or second term of the senior 
year During fhe term in which he chooses to work, 
he shall enroll for 12 or 1 credit of independent study 
with a view to completion of the project.
History
The History Dept, will require this year’s seniors 
to write a General Field Exam They will have the 
option of receiving a question the first week of 
spring term and then having a week to write a 15 
page paper; or, to take the entire winter term to 
write a more extensive paper. As it stands now 
comprehensive exams will not be required for the 
following classes.
Music
Senior departmental exams for B.A. music 
majors are individually devised for each student 
depending on whether the major empahsis is per­
formance, history-literature and aesthetics, or 
theory-composition. Sometimes this turns out to be 
an informal lecture-recital, sometimes an in­
dividual research paper subject to examination by a 
faculty committee Sometimes a student is asked to 
prepare a background in some generalized aspect of 
his music study which is then focussed in one or two 
specific questions in a written examination
For the B.A. major in performance a partial 
recital in the senior year becomes a requirement for 
this year’s sophomore class. How this will affect the 
senior departmental has not yet been precisely 
defined.
Philosophy
Departmentals take the form of a senior seminar; 
some time during the year, each senior major 
writes a paper and defends it before all other 
philosophy majors and staff. Students may elect 
tutorial credit for successful completion of the 
departmental requirement.
Toward the end of the academic year, all majors 
and staff meet to discuss the just-completed senior 
seminar in order to identify weaknesses and 
strengths of that year’s seminar. In the beginning of 
the following year, all majors and staff meet to 
discuss and plan the procedural details of the new 
academic year’s senior seminar with an eye toward 
keeping the strengths and minimizing the 
weaknesses identified in the previous year’s senior 
seminar.
Physics
The department of Physics is in the process of 
revising its departmental; they are still ex­
perimenting with several types of senior seminars 
In the end, students will probably be offered the 
option of attending and participating in weekly 
seminars throughout the senior year, or taking a 
traditional departmental examination that consists 
of both written and oral parts. Students and faculty 
are working jointly to develop the seminar ap 
proach
Slavic
Usually, the Slavic department comprehensives 
consist of 3 separate exams. Two of these, a Russian 
oral exam and Slavic linguistics exam will be given 
this year. But the third, a literary analysis paper 
may or may not be required No final decision has 
been made. All sections of comprehensive exams 
vary according to whether the student is a slavic 
linguistics or slavic literature major For example, 
literature majors must do a literature paper, but 
their linguistic orals will not be as involved as that 
required of linguistic majors. Likewise linguistic 
majors do not read as long a work in Russian and 
write a shorter paper. For the work read in Russian, 
the student is required to prepare a detailed 
glossary of the vocabulary. This glossary then 
becomes part of the departments library.
Spanish
Last year the Spanish Department administered 
a written and oral test, with the option of a paper 
being a substitute for part of the test 
This year student majors have a choice of one: A ) 
A senior seminar - for no credit. Students are 
required to attend 8 of 12 sessions, in addition to 
writing one seminar paper in Spanish extending 
over term 2 and part of term 3; or B) an honors 
length paper plus a short oral exam
Sociology
The entire curriculum for Sociology is presently 
being planned, including the manner in which 
students will be asked to intrepret their work at the 
senior level It is most likely that participation in a 
three term (one third credit per term) senior 
seminar will be used A meeting will be held at the 
beginning of second term to present the proposed 
package to interested students.
Theater and Drama Department
The departmental requirements for Theater 
Drama will consist of: a non graded, diagnostic 
examination, to be given at the end of the junior 
year; a senior thesis, designed for advanced 
research; a one-act play or scene from a play (this 
will no longer be graded pass-fail, but will be 
carefully evaluated in consultation with the 
director). There will no longer be what has been 
called the departmental examination.
Urban Studies
The committee on Urban Studies requires that 
each student major prepare a major Com 
prehensive Essay that integrates his or her work in 
Urban Studies, reflecting the substantive and 
methodological character of the field It is expected 
that the student will select, with the assistance of 
his advisors, a topic by the end of first term of his 
senior year, that he or she will write the essay 
during the second term; and present his or her work 
in a written and oral form by the end of the second 
week of the third term, with the written form being 
submitted by the end of the first week, and the oral 
form presented the following week
Chaney Speaks
by Scot Faulkner
When an organization or movement reaches the 
point where there is a clamor for far-reaching 
change, some people begin to seek out voices of 
experience in order to better evaluate the alter­
natives that they find rising up before them. As 
LUCC starts into this transitionary stage, those 
members of the Lawrence community who have 
served on the council in past years are being called 
upon to present their views on the past and future 
courses of Lawrence community government.
One of the stalwarts of LUCC is Professor Chaney 
of the History Department. Chaney has served on 
the council (save for four terms) since its inception. 
From his many years on LUCC, Professor Chaney 
has formed firm opinions regarding the concept of 
community government and what its future course 
should be. In a recent discussion he expressed these 
opinions.
To Chaney, LUCC gives students “ a mode for 
making decisions which they never had before” . He 
cited the powerlessness of LUCC’s predeccessor 
and the successes of the council as reasons to 
maintain the present structure, ‘‘it (LUCC) should 
be largely contained to something it can do 
something about-which is local problems. If there 
are no local problems-it doesn’t have to do anything.
If there are local problems-it’s there. I don’t think it 
should be dismantled because there aren’t big 
issues anymore” .
Professor Chaney voiced many opinions on the 
current clamor for reform on the Council. He urged 
students to take, “ a longer view than they perhaps 
can, because it requires a longer view than three or 
four years” . LUCC has reached ‘‘adulthood” ac­
cording to him and that the supposed ‘‘growing 
pains” may actually be the problems of a matured 
structure in an environment of different issues. 
However, Professor Chaney went on to say that, 
“ LUCC wasn’t set up to do something all the time, it 
was set up to solve problems. If there are no big 
problems, in my view, one should rejoice” .
Moving to specifics, he commented on the for­
mation of the Executive Committee charged with 
the task of weeding through LUCC legislation: “ I 
am pragmatic, I am for anything that works” . He 
cautioned against having such committees over­
bureaucratize the Council or become too automous 
from it.
Regarding last Spring’s discussion on whether the 
Council should move into academic affairs, Chaney 
stated that there are, “ some things which students 
simply don’t have the experience to make the policy 
decisions on as they do the social and curricular 
matters". He further stated that the departmental 
structure and frame of mind of many faculty 
members already exists as routes for student input 
into this realm. Concluding on this issue Chaney 
said, “ As it is, they (LUCC) can always give ad­
visory opinions...They can’t form policy on 
academic matters, but they can express an opinion 
on anything they wish” .
Beyond expressing pessimism toward the 
reformist upsurge in the Council, Chaney spoke at 
length on some of the problems that LUCC has been 
plagued with One major problem cited was the 
existence of a gap between the Council and the 
constituents. Another area on which he spoke was 
that of a lack of enthusiasm and attendance of many 
members. He felt the solution is not “ to cook up” 
issues for which people will come, but that “ the 
people were elected to do their jobs and should be 
reminded of this whenever they do not” . Discussing 
legislation, Chaney was hard put to remember the 
worst Council enactment-“ So many things conic to 
mind its hard to say” .
Balancing the faults of the present Council with 
the untried and maybe worse faults of the alter­
natives, Chaney concluded his opinions on a hopeful 
note by listing the goals of LUCC. First, it is an 
issue-oriented organization that has solved or 
lessened problems throughout its existence Second, 
it has been a vehicle for student participation in 
University government and a training ground for 
students who wish to become active citizens after 
graduation. Third, LUCC is a communications 
medium no matter how often it breaks down 
“ LUCC", concluded Chaney, “ has been extremely 
helpful to the students and no doubt will be again”
A N  E D IT O R IA L
Our "Platform”
It has become somewhat of a cliche that LUCC has 
legislated itself out of existence. Now that we have beer on 
campus and 24-hour visitation, there is really little left in the 
“ social” field on which the student government can legislate. 
It has become apparent that the LUCC must broaden its scope 
to include less socially oriented action. Some potential areas 
are, for example: 1) the problem of student study space once 
library construction begins, 2) the College Avenue con­
troversy, 3) the incessant rumors concerning the closing of 
Colman Dining Hall, and 4) where the Lawrentian office is 
going to be after Main Hall renovation begins.
The proposed widening of College Avenue is a case in 
point. Instead of leaving the investigative and active role to 
the Lawrentian or other organizations, we feel that LUCC 
could take a much more prominent role. It was several weeks 
after the College Avenue widening was reported in the 
Lawrentian - and well after the formation of the Committee to 
oppose the widening that LUCC finally concerned itself with 
this issue.
We also feel that LUCC must establish more effective 
relations with various members of the Lawrence Community 
(e.g. faculty, administration, trustees). At present the only 
way students will find out that Downer will be closed for 
Thanksgiving is through the Lawrentian (See appropriate 
Campus Note). It is imperative that the students be kept in­
formed about the activities of LUCC, including its related 
committees. Committee members must become accessible to 
the community and the Council must make it aware of the 
influence it can exert. Most students are probably unaware 
that they can influence admissions policy and academic 
decisions through the LUCC and University committees. Many 
are probably equally unaware that funds are available for 
many different purposes through such organizations as Ex­
perimental Projects Grants, Main Hall Forum, and Public 
Occasions.
Increased public relations is also necessary to establish 
greater community backing- to more truly represent the 
students and speak with greater authority.
It appears to us that the representative ought to be more 
informed about the subjects with which they are dealing. For 
example, in the Schwartz controversy of last year, it was 
painfully evident that the students did not contemplate the 
issue and consequently were incapable of discussing the 
problem.
Also, the representatives must be more responsive to their 
constituents. To further this aim, we propose that the 
Representatives be in very close contact with the House 
Councils which will serve as a grassroots organization for the 
community. Possibly, representatives could be required to 
hold monthly open meetings with their constituents.
Finally, we believe that all students must meet with the 
Committee on Committees before being selected for any 
committee posts. Once selected, the students must keep within 
close touch with the Council and the community by reporting 
regularly. We also believe that more students should involve 
themselves in the various committees.
In conclusion, we would suggest that candidates read the 
LUCC Constitution so as to be fully aware of their duties and 
their responsibilities. We do not feel that the Constitution 
needs to be rewritten, but rather used. The existing power 
structure is wholly adequate although almost entirely unused.
LUCC Committees Analyzed
by Emmett Morris
The Chairpersons of the LUCC Committee on 
Committees and the LUCC Special Events Com 
mittee, were asked the following questions:
1. What function does your particular committee 
serve?
2. Who are its members, and how are they 
selected?
3. How often does the committee meet?
4. Are there any special guidelines which the 
committee adheres to’’
5. How does the majority opinion on the com­
mittee go*7
6. Are there any sub-committees'1 (research 
committees'’ )
What follows is a sketch of the committees men­
tioned above according to the responses received 
from the chairpersons of those committees
The current concern of the Special Events 
Committee is for the most part with allo­
cations made to entertainment events. Indi­
viduals or organizations representing different 
events submit proposals for allocations to the 
committee which it discusses and analyzes before a 
vote is taken. SEC committee members are four 
students selected by LUCC Committee on Com 
mittees, the director of student activities, and the 
treasurer of LUCC who does not vote but serves to 
confer with the committee chairperson on finance
Presently the SECs members are Lana Woodruff 
(chairwoman), Tim Hawley, Steve Bell, George 
Stalle, «Jeanne Tissier (director of student ac­
tivities), and Jed Lee (LUCC treasurer.) The 
committee meetings this term are held on Thur 
sdays at 10:00 a m in Riverview Lounge The 
committee meetings are informal and, provided 
proposals are not presented at the meeting, 
business proceeds to reviewing the ^current 
budget and discussion of various events The
meeting time usually ranges from forty-five 
minutes to one hour. The Committee usually has a 
consensus on most decisions. In the event that an 
emergency proposal of sorts arises the committee 
goes into closed session and afterwards votes.
The chairwoman indicates that there exists no 
particular influence on the way the majority votes 
(such as a dominate chairperson). In addition she 
adds that the workings of the committee are made 
easier if those making proposals present them in 
well defined terms and a clear explanation of all 
factors involved. There are no definite sub­
committees to speak of.
As the name indicates Committee on Committees 
is an LUCC committee set up to oversee selection of 
students to standing committees of the University, 
and those of LUCC. Committee on Committees 
furthermore allocates a budget for a plethora of 
organizations. The committee is made up of six 
representatives chosen by LUCC. LUCC faculty 
members and one administration member, LUCC 
vice president who serves as chairperson of the 
committee, and votes only to break a tie vote, and 
the LUCC treasurer who does not vote and serves in 
the same fashion as he does with respect to the SEC. 
Present committee members are the LUCC 
representatives: Lisa Weins, Martha Davis, Dave 
(iuzik, Mike Nowak, Chris McCarthy, and Emmett 
Morris, member of the administration Mr. Lauter, 
and member of the faculty Mrs. Schutte, LUCC Vice 
President Jay La Jone, and LUCC treasurer Jed 
Lee.
The committee meets at least three or four times 
a term It’s meetings are informal and here again 
as in the case with the SEC there exist a general 
consensus on voting





















73 Wrolstad On LUCC
by Anne Webster 
Mr Marwin Wrolstad, Vice President in charge of 
financial affairs at Lawrence, has been a standing 
member of LUCC for a number of years He was 
asked to give his impressions of the Lawrence 
Community Council, in the past, present and the 
directions that the organization could take in the 
future.
Q: In the past, what accomplishments has LUCC 
successfully performed9
A: First of all LUCC “ evolved at a time when this 
type of organization was needed.’’ Its major func­
tion has been to get rid of laws and or policies that 
were not enforced and necessary anymore.” 
Examples of this type of legislation are Co-Ed 
housing, 24-hour visitation and relaxation of 
drinking rules on campus. However the real ac­
complishments are not readily seen.” LUCC is the 
organization that is able to communicate ideas and 
enact legislation with the envolvement of the three 
major branches of Lawrence - those being the 
student body, the faculty and the administration. It 
weathers the tough times. LUCC passes legislation 
and has to wait for the rest of the constituency to 
accept its decision. Other organizations such as the 
Trustees, delay action on the legislation but never 
have they vetoed legislation.”
Q: Given the fact that most of the social regulations 
have been dealt with, what other function can LUCC 
perform?
A: ‘‘One could say that I am the strict con­
structionist type, meaning that I follow the rules 
governing an organization. The present Constitution 
allows for the changes that I think LUCC should 
make in terms of new directions.”
‘‘I would like LUCC to create a community that 
encourages responsible citizenship. The leadership 
therefore should reflect this attitude. LUCC should 
support past legislation and enforce the rules that 
have come out of this legislation.”  An example 
would be the drinking laws that are in effect. Who is 
responsible for educating the Lawrence community 
and dealing with the violations of the law? ‘‘Since 
we do not have a police force on campus it should be 
the responsibility of LUCC to enforce the laws that 
exist or change the law by the use of legal means 
rather than the De-Facto manner that they have 
used in the past.”
“ I think that we can talk in terms of an ideal state 
at Lawrence as we have a community that concerns 
itself with the liberal arts notion of education. It is 
possible to relate this to our idea of government.”
We need to adjust the goals of LUCC just as the 
National system must do to continually satisfy the 
needs of our constituency.”  We do not need a new 
constitution, we need to reread it and interpret it in 
the spirit of the dynamics of change and ad­
justment.”
Q: Do you see the role of LUCC as one of a body that 
can reach out to the community that surrounds
Lawrence?
A: ‘‘Yes, the debate over the widening of College 
Avenue is a perfect example of our need to com­
municate with the people that live around the 
campus.”  LUCC can he the vehicle that allows us to 
work with the problems that concern the neigh­
borhood of which we are a part.
Q: ‘‘Do you feel that LUCC is responding to the 
needs of the community on campus?
A: “ All of the social legislation has been passed “ It 
is time for LUCC to communicate more with the 
individuals of the community. It is now time for 
LUCC Representatives to work within their con­
stituencies. W'e need to rise to a new level of 
Statesmanship that LUCC under its present Con­
stitution can do. For example, the energy crisis 
involves all of us and I am sure that there are many 
students that wonder why policies have not begun to 
suggestions that the individual makes.” It is here 
that the student can voice his opinion and hopefully 
a solution will be found. If transportation to and 
from Appleton is difficult and expensive why not see 
if we can buy two or three old Greyhound busses and 
use them to transport students to and from 
Milwaukee, Chicago and Saint Paul?
In a sense LUCC can act as a buffer for the 
community and also as a “ listening device or a 
sounding board which student ideas can bounce off 
of and perhaps be acted upon.”  "Two years ago. 
Environmental Legislation was enacted, money 
was allocated for the specific purpose of creating 
ecological ways to separate various kinds of waste 
material on campus. There were bins for glass 
metal and paper trash. All of the dorms had bottles 
in the Zaug machines, not cans. What happened to 
the enforcement and regulation of this program? 
LUCC has let the action drop and it is now their 
responsibility to reenact the laws that they have 
acted upon in the past. To me, LUCC nas just begun 
the most exciting part of their evolutionary process 
as an organization. It is old enough now to begin to 
act in a stately manner and work with the 
responsible citizenry that we have here at 
I^wrenee.”
La Jone Calls For
Attitudinal Change
I leave the Vice-Presidency of LUCC with mixed 
emotions. I can’t pretend that LUCC is doing 
everything it should; on the contrary, the 
organization has some real problems that have the 
potential to destroy it. Yet, I cannot totally reject 
the idea of community government, for I still think 
there is something worthwhile in the concept.
In the first place, LUCC has control over about 
$37,000 worth of funds that it distributes through the 
year. That much money means a certain degree of 
power. Finance is the primary responsibilitv of the 
vice-president. In dealing with the budget and 
general fund allocation, I have tried to make sure 
tnat people know about the availability of money for 
groups working on projects. Also, through publicity 
on monetary decisions, I wanted to allow for people
Open Letter From 
LUCC President
To the Next President of LUCC:
I think you still have a lot to do. For the first time 
in recent years, LUCC is getting into finding out 
what its role is as a community forum. You have a 
group of serious, determined representatives who 
see LUCC’s job as one of continual expansion. You 
have eleven other schools in the ACM asking you 
how they, too, can get more of the coed-off-campus- 
beer-drinking-ll-hour-food-all-the-dope-you-can- 
eat-park-your-car-but-move-it-at-seven-invisible- 
rules-livmg that we have.
Don’t let anything keep you and the reps from 
stopping the College Avenue mess that Appleton 
wants to teed us; think about another student 
evaluation guide; reach for a campus book co-op; 
ask the alumni where we can take our degrees; bag 
the room lottery; get involved in politics; and when 
people try to stop you, tell them to go to a 
meeting. That way you’ll never see them again And 
when you win the Oscar by having your name 
scrawled in all the right places, you’ll know it was 
worthwhile.
—JIM  SIMMONS
at Lawrence to have a great deal of input into how 
money is spent. It is only through this input that 
LUCC can spend money in a way to benefit the 
community as a whole.
A second duty of the vice-president revolves 
around the university committee structure. It is in 
these committees that many of the decisions af­
fecting our academic life at I^awrence are made. In 
having these committees report to LUCC, I hope 
that we’ve been able to get a better idea of 
academic and institutional policy.
I mentioned that there are problems. One of the 
biggest disappointments to me on last year’s 
council was some people s attitudes that LUCC 
should confine itself to social matters, since those 
are the only things it can legislate on The first duty 
of LUCC under the constitution is that the Council 
should bring to the attention to the community all 
matters concerning its welfare. To me, this means 
that LUCC should be talking about all things that 
affect our lives at Lawrence, whether they be 
social, academic, or political LUCC is the only 
formal body where students can voice opinions for 
open debate If LUCC does not become a community 
forum on all matters, then we’d better find 
something else that will. There just aren’t that 
many purely social matters left to talk about. A step 
in the right direction, seems to be the proposed 
executive committee that will allow for committee 
handling of matters like parking and free LUCC to 
talk about other issues.
Finally, I was disturbed by the attitude of seeing 
LUCC as beyond hope. While it is true that an 
organization must earn respect, it is also true that if 
everyone dismisses LUCC as a joke, the attitude 
becomes a self fulfilling prophecy. In other words, I 
think LUCC deserves more of a chance than it is 
getting. It seems that the combined voices of 
students, faculty, and administration, legitimately 
recognized, have a greater potential for action than 
something like a Student Senate.
I have enjoyed my year working on LUCC, and 
would like to thank people at Lawrence for electing 
me to the office. I hope to support the next group of 
officers in what promises to be a difficult year of 
transition
—JA Y  LAJONE
LUCC
MEMORABLE 
'  v \ Q u o t e s
M EMORABLE QUOTES?
“ This is how credibility is established and 
defeated.”  —Mr Dintenfass Feb. 8, 1973.
April 1«, I‘*73
Mr. Chaney: “ Excuse me, but do we have a 
quorum“’ It seems as though people are leaving 
in droves.”
Mr. Faulkner: “ Yes.”
Mr. Simmons: “ We’re competing with a com 
munications seminar being held downstairs in 
the Coffee House.”
April 5, 1973
Mr. Tremaine: “ That’s taking a negative at­
titude.”
Mr. Wrolstad: “ I have a negative attitude.” 
March I. 1**73
Mr. Lauter: “ Mr Chaney and I have been 
wondering just how big a cage you intend to 
allow.”
Mr. Chaney: “ Lions!”
Mr. Simmons: “ No, not lions, we were thinking 
more in terms of birds.”
February X, 1973
Mr. Dintenfass: "This issue has been changed 
into other things which is the cause of the aura 
of suspicion around campus.”
March I, 1973
Mr. Tremaine: “ Were the housing ideas for 
having four dorms coed floor by floor based on 
the fact that this was most desired by students 
or because there is a shortage of bathrooms?” 
Mr. Crockett: "Because there is a shortage of 
bathrooms.
Mr. Tremaine: Is there any possibility of 
changing the number of bathrooms?"
February K, 1973
Mr. Sager: "This is not a frivilous issue. It is 
much more important than the issues on 
parking that we spend so much time with. 
Humanity is at stake .I move that we table the 
resolution.”
Mr. Simmons: "All in favor of tabling the 
resolution . . . The motion is defeated ”
February X. 1973
Mr. LaJone: "The resolution is not meant to 
encourage the “ aura of suspicion” , to use Mr. 
Dintenfass’s phrase.”
Mr. Dintenfass: “ I didn’t use that phrase."
January 25, 1973
Mr. LaJone: “ By next time, I plan to have two 
new amendments to this amendment ”
February 8, 1973
Mr. Wrolstad: “ What was the vote on the last 
motion?”
Mr. Simmons: “ 6 no, 11 yes, 1 abstention. We 
need a two-thirds majority That requires 14.” 
Mr. Wrolstad: “ There are twenty-one of us?”
Mr. Simmons: “ Yes.”
Mr Wrolstad: “ Then that doesn’t add up ”
November 15. 1972
Mr. Chicos: “ We thought this might create in­
terest in LUCC since everyone would know that 
$30 was coming out of his pocket for it.”
Mr Wrolstad: “ This means those dollars would 
go to LUCC?”
Mr. Toycen: “ If enrollment was down, the 
allocation would be down ”
Mr. Wrolstad: “ I ’m all in favor of that.”
February 8. 1973
Mr. I^auter: “ Lets not lock horns on a logical 
argument.”
November 15, 1972
Mr. Chicos: “ When were you informed that you 
were to run the election in your dorm?”
Mr. Tremaine: “ A week ago.”
Mr. Chicos: “ When did you make any effort to 
publicize the time in your constituency?"
Mr Tremaine: “ The night before at 11-00.”
Mr Chicos: “ Enough said!”
rs>
Wray-Holt Urge
Ladies and Gentlemen, Harold Stassen time is 
with us once more; happy days are here again: 
Creatures from the crypt emerging. As some of you 
may recall, we ran for office a year ago. Un­
fortunately, at that time we chose to discuss issues 
which most people had yet to realize were issues.
Our campaign was the abolition of LUCC, and we 
suggested the destruction of College Avenue, and all 
we got for our pains was an Editorial in these fact- 
filled pages, an advisory to the effect that our intent 
fell something short of seriousness: bread and 
circuses. A year later our astounding foresight is 
demonstrated, as one of the greatest controversies 
in Lawrence history rages around the question of 
the widening of College Avenue, and all of our op- 
' ponents are running around with . plans for 
something better than LUCC in their pockets 
astounding how far apathy goes, nowadays—just 
barely enough to go around. Vindicated, then, 
somehow, yet are we to be taken any more seriously 
this year than last*’ The smart money knows bet­
ter—watch these pages for the answer, kids.
When the administration first suggested we run 
again, we found ourselves unable to run a campaign 
similar to last year’s, since everybody else is 
running our last year’s campaign—(it’s like wat­
ching seventeen-year old kids volunteering for the 
marines: you doubt if they know why they’re doing 
it). We are faced with the need to convince you that 
we represent a serious alternative to the self­
serving-perpetuating inanities of LUCC. In 1971, 
President Thieu of South Vietnam ran for re- 
election unopposed. Being the honest bugger that he 
is, he announced that those voters who opposed his 
continuance in office could mutilate their ballots. 
This is the option, heretofor neglected, that we 
intend to offer the Lawrence Student Body.
We of course underwent a great deal of soul- 
searching before deciding to place this option in 
your grasp: the perils inherent in our stand are 
immense; why, someday, people might start asking 
for a community government that governed, a 
library with books, a food service with food—why, 
my God, they might demand a football team that 
wins, for Christ’s sake! But we have decided that 
the possible gains outweight the risks. We at­
tempted to find holes in our position, and tried to 
evaluate it from every conceivable angle: could 
they really have something in mind0 ‘Why?’ we 
kept asking, ‘Why?' The answer has become clear 
LUCC is the department of sanitiation cleaning up 
after itself New York makes me dirty every day.
Somehow, for reasons we are as yet unable to 
ascertain, Lawrence University managed to sur­
vive for an entire two months without a single LUCC 
meeting, and Lord knows what they did over the 
summer. We know this sounds highly unlikely, and 
we admit that the meetings may have been held late 
at night behind drawn blinds, or in Sage Cottage, 
but somehow . . .  At any rate, the conclusion is 
inescapable. LUCC is the sanitation department in 
disguise. Who knows what lurks behind that mask"1 
Where’s the nearest phone booth*’ It’s a bird! It’s a 
plane! No, no, it’s only another garbage truck 
Cynics, blackguards, iconoclasts! Don’t you have 
anything constructive to say? “ If you hate this 
place so much, why don’t you leave?”  Ahh, my dear
Nelson Rockefeller, Venezuela, rock
Council 
Abolition Ticket
David Wray and Terry Holt are once again 
running for LUCC President and Vice President 
respectively They have changed their platform 
somewhat because issues they based their platform 
on last year have been picked up by the other 
candidates. Last year they spoke of College Avenue 
and the future state of the LUCC. And this year 
College Avenue and the future state of the LUCC are 
the rage.
The Wray-Holt ticket has not changed tack on the 
abolition of LUCC. As Wray explained, they 
represent the majority of Lawrentians, who don’t 
care about LUCC. “ We urge, of course, all of you 
supporters to go to the polls. Those of you who op 
pose our stand should also go in that if you do not, 
you are tacitly acknowledging the validity of our 
platform” . If elected, they will know that most 
students would rather live without the LUCC and 
will act accordingly.
The two candidates suggested that people 
demonstrate their support for the ticket by 
mutilating the election ballots In memory of 
Thieu’s election in 1971 in Vietnam, they want the 
mutilated ballot to represent disdain for and refusal 
of the LUCC.
Two viable alternatives to the LUCC are 
suggested. The first is that a military Junta can rule 
the community. This Junta will be in a position to 
give students the education they need to function as 
useful members of the community. The second 
alternative is to recommend ‘‘a constant state of 
drunkenness ”
Ballot Mutilati
wieldingstudents’ assault. Are we not more lor- 
tunate in having only the asinine verbal self abuse 
of our peers to contend with? Constructive ideas 
aren’t terribly hard to come by. What would replace 
the vacuum left when LUCC shrivelled up and died''
We suggest a military Junta. After all, it’s worked 
before There are certainly enough little neo-crypto­
fascists running around here to make it a great 
success. We could have a Ministry of Propaganda in 
the basement of mainhall, and the midnight knock 
on the dormitory door. Freedom is Slavery. 
Ignorance is Truth. Form is Content. Perhaps we 
can even start camps in Door County where free 
spirits could purifv their thinking at daily struggle 
sessions. Or, may we suggest a constant state of 
drunkeness as another constructive option which 
shouldn’t be overlooked. None of us would notice the 
gaping hole left in our lives by the absence of LUCC 
if we were drunk all the time. We wouldn’t even 
notice if they widened College Avenue 150 yards on 
either side. Well, the aesthetes among us might— 
the destruction of the two ugliest buildings in the 
world would be hard to miss.
Both options suggested above are quite viable, 
even realizable. The latter suggestion is one that 
many students have already accepted, perhaps in 
anticipation of the day when we would no longer 
have LUCC to kick around. Ah, yes: the return to 
the '50’s. The problem, as we all learned in eighth 
grade, is that those who rely upon drugs as an 
escape all end up as junkies, or worse. And since all 
students were brought up on a daily dose of 
liberalism, and are therefor thoroughly imbued 
with the notion of democracy as the be-all and end- 
all of politics, we doubt whether a junta would find 
much support It may be that the only support our 
junta needs is financial, but, merely for the sake of 
the appearances we all know to be so important 
(public relations builds strong universities twelve 
ways), we are forced to propose “ thought reform” 
as that long-lost panacea we all hanker after.
Our opponents urge a restructuring of LUCC, a re- 
evaluation of its objectives. We feel however that 
with proper ideological and attitudinal restruc-
Klug for Public
(TO BE  READ ALOUD PROUDLY WITH GREAT 
APPLAUSE AND FREN Z IED  CHEERS IN THE 
BACKGROUND)
My fellow Lawrentians, I come to you tonight to 
address you on my candidacy for the office of LUCC 
Vice-President By tradition political speeches are 
usually long, boring, and meaningless. It is my 
sincere hope that this statement of intent will be 
brief, but will probably carry on the remainder of 
the great tradition All around you, student can­
didates are calling for great ideological reforms to 
create student interest in LUCC. But I ask vou, are 
such plans and revisions necessary? I think not. To 
address the problem of LUCC’s relevancy, we 
simply have to deal with the issues the students are 
involved in.
Lawrence students seem to be interested in three 
primary areas:
1 Money 2.) Their Academic Affairs 3.) Their 
escape from Academic Affairs. Rather than urging 
any great soul-searching, let us address these 
problems
1.) In order to help curb the growing cost of books,
I suggest the establishment of a student book co-op
•This co-op would purchase books from students at a 
reasonable price, and re-sell them at cost, 
eliminating the costly middleman. Such plans are in 
effect at other universities and I have access to 
several of the plans.
2.) In the area of academic affairs, I would urge 
an increase in the student input into the possible 
reforms of the tenure system Along related lines, I 
would like to see the re-establishment of student - 
teacher evaluations along standard guidelines The 
evaluations could be used in reviewing tenure, and 
evaluating past performance if the tenure system is 
abolished.
In order to insure that the student teacher 
relationship does not remain too one-sided, I would 
like to see the establishment of some type of student 
faculty dialogue, or social event that would allow 
the student body (or an individual class) the op­
portunity to meet with the faculty in an event 
besides the senior picnic. Thirdly, the creation of 
some organization to keep the student body in­
formed on the College Ave. issue This group would 
serve as the focus for any later planned opposition.
Next, the birth of an attitude in the vice-president 
that would emphasize publicity on what LUCC of 
fices are open, what LUCC is talking about, and 
finally, what LUCC is doing. To be blatant, I don’t 
think the Lawrentian is sufficient, (afterthought:
What am I writing this for9) The use of a simple 
xerox would improve communication 100 percent.
3.) In the area of social events, why not a joint 
venture (had you fooled' with several small 
colleges like St Norberts, U.W.G.B., and Ripon, to 
pool funds and attract big name entertainment to 
the area Also, the expansion, or should I say the 
creation of girl’s athletic teams, or at least club 
sports
n As Support
turing, the intellectuals at Lawrence (and we are 
intellectuals, now, each and every one of us, aren’t 
we. That’s a good person.) could perhaps make 
themselves acceptable and useful to the Lawrence 
Community. Reform would require, initially, 
recantations and confessions, in a concerted at­
tempt to break with our reactionary pasts. Students 
would be organized into “ study groups”  (hsueh hsi) 
in order to allow them to face and overcome the 
common weaknesses of the intellectual class. What 
are some of these weaknesses? First, the in­
tellectual is often disdainful of the labouring people, 
due to his-her association with the bourgeoisie. 
Second, numerous ideological errors are committed 
because of a reliance on book knowledge. Third, the 
intellectual lacks courage in combating reactionary 
tendencies. Finally, the intellectual is accustomed 
to a libertine and individualistic way of life. Only if 
these faults are overcome will the Lawrence 
Community achieve happiness under their junta. 
The only way to overcome these weaknesses is 
thought reform. Raise the clenched first, comrades.
Who gives a shit, anyway? We’re only going to be 
here for four, at most six or seven years, right? 
Let’s try for once and see whether the anarchy we 
are all told lurks under the stairs is really the 
ominous bogey our parents warned us about. We’re 
willing to bet that it’s only another one of Santa 
Claus’ pseudonyms. Try it, you’ll like it. Get up off 
your flashlights and vote! A vote for the mutilated 
ballot is a vote for enlightened chaos. Light! More 
light! Hurray, hurray.
P N l’A,
DAVID WRAY, TER R Y  HOLT
P S. “ Go fry an egg, Dum-Dum Leopard ”
Notes:
1. Chen, T H E. Thought Reform of the Chinese 
Intellectuals. Hong Kong University Press, Hong 
Kong, 1960. P. 8.
2. Kirby, Jack “ Hell at Hialeah”  Kamandi; The 
Last Boy on Earth, New York D.C. Comics, Jan.
1974 Vol. 13 Pg. 1.
Relations
It has been a great pleasure to address you 
tonight. If I am elected I will attempt the im­
plementation of these suggestions. If I am defeated, 
I ’m sure my opponents will do well, they are all 
honorable men. Good night. (EX IT  AMIDST 
SPONTANEOUS STANDING OVATION >
—SCOTTKLUG
FOR VICE PRESIDEN T. SCOTT KLUG.
(LUCC photos by George Steed)
Klug: LUCC Okay
by Chris McCarthy 
Scott Klug is running for Vice President. His 
purposes and goals are stated quite clearly, but 
some elaboration on his views may be helpful.
He is one of the few candidates who does not feel 
the Constitution of the LUCC needs to be changed 
He said that it was adequate to the needs of the 
Community. Any attempt to expand it will reflect a 
sense of helplessness on the part of the Council. It 
will not reflect the facts that the Council is too 
dynamic and responsible to be restricted by the 
present Consitution 
He stressed the need for a much improved public 
relations network in the Council, recognizing it as 
one of the Vice-President’s principle Con­
stitutionally defined duties He further expressed 
the hope that Lawrence could join neighboring 
colleges in sponsoring social activities By working 
with other colleges, better social activities can be 
organized, with larger funds to support them. The 






Kalnow’s Focus in Two Areas
FOR PRESIDENT, DAVE WRAY.
Kalnow Runs On Reform Platform
by M atthew A. B roekm ier
A Law rence senior and Scholar of the U niversity, 
Andy Kalnow is running for the LUCC Presidency 
with a program  for reform . Among the actions he 
proposes a re  a study to determ ine LUCC’s future 
course, a change in the method of representation  
and expansion of LUCC’s role in the U niversity’s 
affairs.
One of the basic problem s, a s  he sees it, is that 
LUCC is not well enough known, especially to fresh ­
m en, who com prise over a q u a rte r of the student 
body. To help rem edy this, he hopes for increased 
publicity of LUCC as well as having m ore active 
represen tation  on LUCC itself. He feels tha t at the 
presen t tim e, the rep resen ta tives to LUCC a re  out 
of touch with their constituents. As an alternative  to 
the p resen t system  of electing rep resen ta tives from 
each of the dorm s, he explained a system  whereby 
the House Council of each dorm  m ight chose a 
rep resen ta tive  from  am ongst i t ’s own m em bership 
to rep resen t the dorm . In his opinion, House 
Council m em bers a re  closer to their constituents 
and could bring the students closer to the operation 
of LUCC. In addition to this, he proposes that 
special in terest groups on cam pus be given voting 
sea ts  on LUCC so tha t their viewpoints can be 
adequately  heard . These groups would include 
Downer W omen’s Council, P an  Hel, The AAA, and 
C onservatory rep resen tatives . Asked w hether this 
m ight not entail dual represen tation  in some cases, 
he responded tha t he doubted if this would occur.
In o rder to possibly decide on fundam ental 
change of LUCC, Kalnow feels that a study of the 
past live years should be undertaken to see in what 
w ays the purposes of the organization have changed 
and how it can be tte r serve students in the next 
several years.
Kalnow feels tha t within the organization some 
changes have to be m ade, such as the use of more 
com m ittees to allow for m ore effective study of the 
issues before LUCC. This would also allow for m ore 
student participation  in LUCC, in Kalnow’s opinion.
As far as directions that Kalnow would like to see 
LUCC take in the future, there  a re  a rea s  of 
academ ic planning and national affairs which m ay 
be of in terest to a large group of students.H e feels 
that since LUCC is set up to be “ com m unity 
governm ent” ra th e r than just a student govern­
m ent, it should be allowed som e participation  in 
a c a d e m ic  a f f a ir s ,  g iv ing  s tu d e n ts  an  in ­
stitutionalized voice in the running of the school. 
One a rea  of special concern to Kalnow is reform  in 
the London program , which he feels does not utilize 
the full cultural potential of overseas study as it is 
now instituted. He hopes that LUCC can play some 
decisive role in the p ro g ram ’s future.
In the a rea  of national issues, Kalnow thinks that 
issues which a re  of m ajor im portance should be 
brought to the attention of LUCC, and that LUCC 
should become involved if students desire it.
Kalnow, who is the editor of The Lawrence 
Q uartlev and is undertaking a senior honors paper, 
has decided that it is m ore feasible to g raduate  in 
D ecem ber of 1974, in which case  he could dedicate 
m ore tim e to LUCC, as well as com plete his tenure 
of office next fall.
Guided by experience and my strong feelings 
about LUCC, I have arrived  at my platform  in a 
rational way. After asking m yself certa in  fun­
dam ental questions which should concern every 
intelligent voter and candidate, such a s: What is 
LUCC? Why w as it founded? What has it done and 
what can it do? What should it do, and of those 
things it m ight w ant to do, which a re  doable - why 
and how? Thinking in such a m anner has allowed 
me to s ta rt to sufficiently answ er som e of the 
frequently heard  com plaints, e.g., LUCC doesn’t 
really  do anything, it has no real power, it is not 
popularly supported by the student body. The ex­
tensiveness of my experience at Law rence and my 
good fam iliarity  of LUCC enables me to identify 
both m ajor and particu lar problem s plaguing the 
Council. M oreover, if elected P residen t, I believe I 
can begin to solve m any of those problem s and 
im prove public opinion of the purpose and value of 
LUCC.
Problem s of com m unication, represen tation , 
o rg a n iz a tio n a l e ff ic ien cy , an d  u n d e rd ev e lo p ed  
a reas  of concern lie behind specific problem s in 
m any instances. In order to get a t these problem s 
my platform  is d irected  to two general a re a s  w here 
necessary  change m ust be m ade, — reform  of the 
system  and expansion of LUCC’s concerns.
I. REFORM  OF LUCC
A. As author of an im portant bill presently  before 
LUCC, I AM PROPOSING THE ESTABLISHMENT 
OF AN IN DEPEN D EN T COMMITTEE OF NINE 
TO UNDERTAKE A THOROUGH FIVE-YEAR 
RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF LUCC. The Com 
m ittee, composed of 3 students, 3 faculty, 2 ad ­
m in istra to rs, with the P res , of LUCC as an 
autom atic m em ber and chairm an , will review  the 
c o n s titu tio n , th e  p u rp o se s , an d  th e  a c ­
com plishm ents of the Council. This study will then 
be re lated  to the present s ta te  of LUCC and to its 
future. The Com m ittee will produce a detailed 
report with a sum m ary  including a recom ­
m endation for the fu ture course of LUCC, which will 
be presented  to the com m unity for a vote.
B. ATTEMPTS AT NECESSARY REFORM  
WITHIN THE PRESEN T ORGANIZATION WILL 
ALSO BE CONSIDERED, AND HOPEFULLY 
ENACTED, DURING MY TEN U RE OF O FFICE. 
While the report and recom m endation of the 
evaluation com m ittee will be anxiously aw aited and 
respected , certa in  reform  can and should be a t ­
tem pted during the year. I will consider reform  
considering the following: 1.) I intend to stress  the 
usefulness of ad hoc and perm anent sub­
com m ittees as a feasible and effective m eans of 
inproving the decision-m aking process of the 
Council. Too often discussion at the m ain  Council 
m eetings is im paired  by an evident lack of in­
form ation, serious study, and representation , which 
resu lts in unpurposeful discussion and un­
satisfactory  decisions. The introduction of the 
Executive Com m ittee (legislation presently  before 
the Council) is pointing in the right direction, but 
m ore can be done. In addition, sub-com m ittees can 
help im prove represen tation  of the cam pus, another 
serious problem  confronting LUCC. 2.) I will strive 
for b e tte r represen tation  of the cam pus. Under the 
cu rren t set up, the cam pus is represen ted  in two 
ways. F irs t, the elected student m em bers a re  
responsible for represen ting  their residential 
constituencies and for expressing the general 
opinion of the cam pus on issues. Second, LUCC has 
the im portant function of supporting I^awrence 
student organizations and special student projects. 
This is done by alloting money and by acting  in an 
advisory capacity . Some student organizations, 
though not rep resen ted  on the Council, find suf­
ficient represen tation  through the Board of Control 
and other special LUCC com m ittees.
The problem  lies in effective represen tation  of the 
cam pus I INTEND TO CAREFULLY EXAMINE 
THIS QUESTION. While faculty and adm inistration  
seem  to find adequate  represen tation  on the 
Council, I don’t think this is true for the students. In 
the existing system , 9 student reps a re  chosen by 
residential constituencies (one is at la rge). Because 
the reps a re  often out of touch with the concerns of 
their constituencies, represen tation  deterio ra tes. 
Also, with elections held during the first weeks of 
the year, m any people sim ply don’t know the 
candidates. AT t h is  TIME, I FAVOR A 
SIGNIFICANT REVISION OF THE SYSTEM l > 
that represen tation  be changed so tha t LUCC reps 
a re  directly linked with the individual house 
councils. The dorm  councils, in close touch with the 
concerns of their residences, perform  a useful 
function locally Why shouldn't the LUCC reps come 
from the dorm  councils? 2.) that four m ajo r groups, 
the Afro A m erican Association, the Conservatory 
students, Downer W omen’s Council (DWC), and 
Pan Hel (the sororities), should also have official 
represen tation  on LUCC. These groups, involving 
large m em bership  and form ally organized, have 
special concerns but a re  not officially represen ted  
on LUCC.
II. EXPANSION OF LUCC’S CONCERN
A Having in terpre ted  the constitution in a certa in  
way, LUCC has lim ited itself to legislating and 
resolving on only social m atters In this a rea  the 
Council has accom plished much, e .g ., new dorm  
hours, then open dorm s, and finally co-ed dorm s, 
the establishm ent of the Viking Room and Coffee 
House, etc. To m any, it seem s we have a c ­
com plished everything im portant. T rue, the days of 
legislation innovating m ajor change in social 
m a tte rs  is probably over. N evertheless, LUCC is 
still responsible for the continuation of m any im ­
portant social things, - a fact that som e don 't often 
realize.
LUCC has not partipa ted  in decision of academ ic 
concern I F E E L  THAT THIS IS BOTH A MISTAKE 
AND AN INJUSTICE Without stepping on the 
facu lty ’s and adm in istra tion 's  toes, LUCC CAN 
AND SHOULD PLAY A VALUABLE ROLE IN 
ACADEMIC MATTERS OF SPECIAL STUDENT 
CONCERN. Student input and opinion on som e 
academ ic m a tte rs  exists in certa in  lim ited and 
isolated ways. But this is not sufficient, nor is LUCC 
directly involved LUCC CAN ACT AS AN O F­
FICIAL CHANNEL OF STUDENT OPINION, and 
be honored as such. It is im portant to note that the 
Council is com prised of faculty and adm inistration , 
and that they have voting control (they get 2 votes to 
the studen ts’ 1). We indeed have a com m unity 
governm ent, and also an inherent “ control 
m echanism ” built into the system . I personally  can 
not accept LUCC’s restriction  from the academ ic 
arena  when the extant conditions a re  such Official 
student input into academ ic decisions via LUCC 
would be valuable concerning reform  of the F re sh ­
m an P rog ram , reform  of the London Center, and in 
the planning of the new library.
B. LUCC’s role in actively partic ipa ting  in 
national politics has become an issue this year, and 
rightly so. I support an active and responsible part 
by individuals and groups in national and in­
ternational questions. LUCC can do its pa rt by 
encouraging and financially supporting such in­
volvem ent, although I would adm onish that, this to 
excess, m ay c rea te  unw anted conflicts and lead to a 
fast depletion of the budget. With this in mind, I 
would not recom m end that LUCC take  a definite 
stand on controversial national issues when it might 
involve severe d isagreem ent on cam pus. However, 
an issue such as the im peachm ent and resignation 
of Mr. Nixon could be considered; LUCC could 
sponsor a com m unity vote and then, pending the 
outcom e, support a specific stand.
C. OTHER THINGS THAT I WOULD INTEND 
TO BRING TO LUCC’S ATTENTION A RE: 1.) 
establish  an annual course evaluation guidebook; 2) 
d istribu te  a handbook on sex education — in­
form ation about contraceptives, venereal disease, 
e tc .; 3.) the possibility of establishing a cam pus 
bookstore, and-or providing for be tte r p rices at 
Conkeys; 4.) the possibility of establishing a student 
co-operative soc ie ty ; 5.) investigate the situation at 
the Health C enter, especially com plaints about the 
g y n o co lo g is t an d  th e  help  a v a ila b le  for 
psychological counseling.
—ANDREW H. KALNOW
FOR PRESIDENT. ANDREW KALNOW.
LUCC Respect Johnson Aim
FOR PRESIDENT. MICHAEL JOHNSON (not to be confused 
with Beth Johnson who is running for vice-president).
Johnson To Build Different Image
by Lisa Weins
M ichael Johnson, a junior biochem istry m ajor 
bases his candidacy on the hope of getting com ­
m unity support for LUCC. Two ideas of his a re  to 
evaluate  LUCC and to set up a com m unity forum 
plan. Even though LUCC is planning i t ’s own 
evaluation, Johnson sees this as self-defeating He 
feels that the evaluation should include input from 
the students, faculty and adm inistra tion  not in 
LUCC.
If Johnson w ere to be elected, he would s ta rt a 
series of forum s for m em bers of the Law rence 
com m unity to challenge and question Flight now, 
he feels, one of the reasons that respect for LUCC is 
low is because students do not feel it represents 
them . “ I see the forum program  as a challenge to 
s tuden ts ,” Johnson said. ‘‘Students can give their 
opinions instead of sitting there  com plaining that 
LUCC doesn’t do any th ing .” He m entioned con­
stitutional changes as one possible way that LUCC 
could work on student ideas.
But Johnson m ade it c lea r that constitutional 
change is not a cure-all for LUCC’s growing pains, 
and com m ented, ‘‘People assum e that the LUCC 
constitution w as w ritten  to do m ore than it actually  
can .” He m entioned that the function, as sta ted  in the 
constitution, is to “ rep resen t the I^awrence com ­
m unity; to bring to i t’s attention m a tte rs  affecting 
it ’s w elfare, and to legislate on non-curricular 
m a tte rs .” Johnson said that one of his goals was to 
correct m isunderstandings about what LUCC can 
actually  do. He added that problem s develop when 
“ people think LUCC can do things like challenge the 
construction of a lib ra ry ” Instead  of resorting  to 
change im m ediately, the candidate  would like to 
use the full power tha t LUCC already  has. “ If 
people indicated tha t they w ant LUCC to have m ore 
power, then, hopefully LUCC could expand into 
m ore a re a s ,"  he added Yet for now Johnson feels 
that LUCC’s identity crisis can be tackled by getting 
com m unity opinion and using that as a springboard 
to any possible reform s.
One o/ Johnson’s plans deals with LUCC 
rep resen tative elections. He repeated  his platform  
sta tem en t that rep  elections a re  a popularity 
contest. F irs t- te rm  freshm en a re  not fam iliar 
enough with LUCC or the candidates to vote, a c ­
cording to Johnson Second-term  elections would 
give freshm en and others a chance to learn more 
about the people in their dorm s and who would be 
the best rep resen ta tive . C andidates would have to 
subm it a certa in  num ber of signatu res in o rder to 
insure they had som e degree of support
It seem s that Michael Johnson’s m ain fear is that 
LUCC will continue to legislate on petty  m atters, 
perhaps m ake som e changes in its fram ew ork, but 
never really  connect with the I^awrence com ­
m unity. Having had the experience of being a LUCC 
rep resen ta tive , Johnson felt qualified to com m ent 
that, “ The nam e Law rence U niversity COM­
M UNITY C ouncil re p re s e n ts  one of two 
things: a m isnom er, or one sad  attem pt as a 
hoax.” In an e ra  of refined political m aneuvering, 
Johnson seem s to be at least honestly concerned 
with the problem s of m aking LUCC a truly 
rep resen ta tive  body
LaV rence U niversity Community Council. To 
m e that title  represen ts one of two things: a 
m isnom er ; or one sad attem pt at a hoax. I’m able to 
say that from  experience (having once been a LUCC 
rep resen ta tive) however, not just as an off-the-wall 
accusation In seeking a nomination, I had to do two 
things: first, decide to run; and then decide why. 
T hat is the o rder in which the two occured, which, to 
my mind, explains why I have the two conceptions 
of LUCC I m entioned before.
I have draw n up this platform  on the following 
very broad assum ptions: 1) LUCC is a powerless, 
alm ost m eaningless organization as it now stands, 
2) an organization is needed to really  represen t 
com m unity opinion; 3) LUCC does not represent 
com m unity opinion; 4) there  a re  som e indeed 
rad ical changes needed within LUCC and within the 
com m unity it claim s to rep resen t; and 5) LUCC is 
not willing or capable to m ane these changes as it 
now stands.
My platform , in short, is draw n up to:
a. Utilize to the full extent the powers specified in 
A rticle 2, Section 1 of LUCC’s constitu tion-that is, 
to rep resen t the LU com m unity and to bring to its 
attention  m a tte rs  affecting its w elfare (i.e. a t­
trition, apathy , declining adm issions, e tc .) ;
b. R estore to LUCC the prom inence it once held-- 
one reason for LUCC’s im potence is the lack of 
respect shown it by the com m unity ;
c. To take a reading of the com m unity and see 
w hat, if any, changes a re  necessa ry -th a t is...what 
can LU do to m ake the student feel im portant and 
less apathe tic?  What specific acts of legislation can 
be put into effect?;
d To m ake votes for represen ta tives m ore than a 
popularity con test; and,
e. to allow for g rea te r change as deem ed 
necessary  by the com m unity bv m aking these 
beginnings for sm all changes. Through this p la t­
form , I plan to re tu rn  to LUCC that respect it once
held The im portance of LUCC will also be re- &
exam ined in the hope of possibly expanding on the f
powers it now holds, or if the com m unity feels £ 
necessary a dissolution of LUCC allowing a less ^
elaborate organization to take over its functions. An *
alternative  to LUCC would be an open com m unity £  
forum that could vote to pass the resolutions it felt 
pertinent, and not just m eet on petty m atte rs.
Legislation
1) a-change LUCC represen ta tive  elections. 
E ither have a few rep resen ta titives from the dor­
m itory or a few reps from classes.
b-change the tim e of rep resen ta tive  elections to 
the second term . F reshm en should be m ore aw are 
of what is going on at Law rence by that tim e.
c-require each candidate for LUCC rep resen ­
tative to subm it a certain  num ber of signatu res (to 
be la te r specified).
2) To review the power of the purchasing agent to 
d istribute the LU book list to allow distribution to a 
variety  of stores in o rder to allow com petition.
3) SEC should be reexam ined concerning the 
appointm ent of i t ’s officers. Now it seem s that SEC 
is an autonom ous organization and has very little 
idea of what most students consider en terta inm ent.
4) The sponsoring of a com m unity forum by 
LUCC to discuss com m unity suggestions and 
com plaints. Through this forum we should find out 
what, if any, changes of benefit to the com m unity 
a re  wanted by it’s m em bers. This will also help to 
m ake LUCC aw are of i t ’s lim itations as far as 
power and possibly allow £or.
5) Constitutional revision to expand to power or 
form ation of a com m unity open forum to replace 
LUCC. The delegation of other LUCC m atte rs-su c h  
as parking, bike racks, and other adm in istra tive  
duties.
—MICHAEL DENNIS JOHNSON
Nowak To Lift Restrictions
We are  running on a com bined platform  for the 
offices of president and vice-president, respectively, 
of the Law rence U niversity Comm unity Council. We 
a re  running for two reasons 1) To point out to each 
and every m em ber of the Law rence Communitv 
that LUCC is not dead, but ra th e r that LUCC has. 
been letting the Law rence Community down by 
doing only half of the job that it was set up to do, and
2) to com bine our efforts to do som ething about the 
present s ta te  of LUCC.
According to the LUCC constitution, the job of the 
Comm unity Council is two fold:
1) To rep resen t the Law rence Community and to 
bring to its attention m a tte rs  affecting its w elfare, 
and
2) To legislate on non-curricular m atte rs  p e r­
taining to the in terests of the com m unity.
In looking through the discussions and actions of 
LUCC since its founding, it is obvious that the 
council has been so preoccupied with the second 
half of its job, that of passing social legislation, that 
it has forgotten its first and we think most im ­
portan t function, represen ting  the com m unity in 
any and all m a tte rs  that affect the w elfare of the 
com m unity m em bers
In the past the m em bers of the council have 
needlessly lim ited all of their discussion to 
legislation on “ social m a tte rs" , such as parking 
re g u la tio n s  an d  tw en ty -fo u r h ou r v is ita tio n . 
Although these w ere im portant issues, there is and 
was no need to lim it discussion to only social 
m a tte rs , for in ac tua lity , there  a re  absolutely no 
lim itations on the a reas  the council can discuss and 
ac t on when dealing with resolutions, instead of 
legislation. This is the a rea  in which LUCC has 
seriously failed the Law rence Community.
We subm it to you that LUCC has the power and 
the obligation to launch itself into discussions and 
pass resolutions on anything that it dam n well 
pleases, be it the firing of a faculty m em ber, the 
adm in istra tion ’s stand on a specific issue, or 
anything else of concern to the com m unity. This is 
what LUCC is there  for, to reflect the concerns of 
the Law rence Comm unity, and it is about tim e that 
LUCC s ta r ts  doing its en tire  job.
In the past six years, several social m atters w ere 
of m ajor concern to the Law rence Comm unity, and 
so w ere of concern to LUCC. Now, the council has 
taken care  of the m ajor social concerns of the 
com m unity, and in the past few years appears to 
have been either afra id  or steered  clear of issues in 
the non-social sphere We prom ise that if elected we 
will not s tee r c lea r of any issue, but ra th e r try to 
collide head on with any issue that is of concern to 
the Law rence Comm unity, no m a tte r how con 
troversial it m ay be
To begin with we will deal with four im portant 
m a tte rs :
1) The College Avenue situation The com m unity
has already  shown that it doesn’t w ant a highway 
running through the m iddle of cam pus, and has 
helped in successfully delaying action on its ap ­
proval But, we m ust not stop there. We m ust keep 
at the city to m ake sure that the idea to put a four 
lane highway through cam pus is dead and buried 
forever.
2) Providing the cam pus with better birth control 
inform ation and sexual counseling. This could be 
done in two steps: first, to provide staff at the health 
cen te r which will counsel and advise people on any 
birth control method and-or counseling with regard  
to abortion; and secondly, the distribution of con­
tracep tive devices through the doctors at the health 
cen ter, upon passage of pending legislation.
3) The s ta rting  of a w om an’s varsity  sports 
program  which would give the women a t least one 
sport to partic ipa te  in each term . This is an area  
where no sexual inequality should exist, and it is 
about tim e that the U niversity does som ething 
about it.
4) The increased voice of students in the tenure, 
hiring and firing of faculty m em bers, and other 
adm inistrative decisions that effect the students. We 
realize that students will never have the final say in 
these m atte rs , but since students a re  paying large 
sum s of money to attend  Law rence, LUCC should be 
given m ore power to express the sentim ents of the 
students to the decision m akers in these a reas .
By m aking progress in these four a reas , we hope 
to show the Law rence Comm unity tha t LUCC can 
becom e a viable organization capable of a c ­
com plishing som ething. When the com m unity 
realizes the Council’s potential, s ta r ts  to feed ideas 
that concern the com m unity into the council, and 
when the com m unity s ta r ts  to back the council on 
the stands that LUCC takes, LUCC will s ta r t  to 
come of age and begin to do the job that it was 
designed to do.
So, to you people who say that the council should 
be dissolved, we ask that you give us the chance to 
prove that LUCC can, and will with the right 
leadership, exert p ressure, in appropria te  places, in 
an effort to deal with the problem s of the com 
m unity no m a tte r w hat the problem s m ay be 
Realize that by voting for us you will be voting to 
expand the lim its of LUCC to w hatever extent is 
necessary in realizing the concerns of the com ­
munity.
Finally we prom ise that if elected there will not be 
talk of abolishing LUCC from apathe tic  students. If 
talk of dissolving LUCC does com e, it will be from 
those who bear the brunt of LUCC’s criticizm . When 
this happens, it will show everyone, including the 
cynical, the power that LUCC can wield when it 
finally becomes a truly Community Council and has 
the cam pus com m unity behind it.






























FOR PRESIDENT, MIKE NOWAK.
Viability Of LUCC Nowak’s Concern
by Phoeb G rant
Mike Nowak and Beth Johnson a re  running on a 
com bined ticket for the offices of LUCC President 
and V ice-President, respectively. Both a re  Juniors 
and counselors. Mike, an Economics m ajor, is 
R epresen tative-at-L arge to LUCC and on the 
C om m ittee on Instruction. Beth, a G overnm ent 
m ajor is on the Law rence Q uarterly  staff.
Beth decided to join her cam paign with Mike’s 
because she feels that Mike will be effective in 
preventing LUCC from  dying out. By m aking the 
offices work together, a lot m ore can be a c ­
com plished and, while “each can retain  distinct 
personalities,” she is confident that as a team  they 
“will be ex trem ely  effective.”
Mike chose Beth as a running-m ate because he 
“knows she is concerned about what is going on 
around cam pus, and isn’t a fra id  to fight for equality 
w here inequality ex is ts .” Mike w ants to change 
LUCC, but realizes that “others have gone into 
office that w ay, but have com e out not having ac ­
com plished it .” T ogether, though, he is positive that 
they can m ake LUCC a be tte r and m ore powerful 
organization .”
In regard  to the social aspects of cam pus life at 
Law rence, the Nowak-Johnson ticket hopes to in­
vestigate  and solve the following problem s:
1) housing situation—why is there alw ays a 
shortage  of room s and w hat can be done about it?
2) telephone hours—why m ust we have it so we 
can ’t receive long-distance calls during cut-rate 
tim e nor m ake d irec t dial calls?
3) be tte r co-ordination of a c tiv itie s—graduation, 
Homecoming, P a re n ts ’ Weekend, etc. There should 
be co-ordination am ong the groups which sponsor 
these events and m ore money available to m ake the 
events worth attending.
As P residen t and V ice-President of LUCC, Mike 
and Beth would have “office hours a couple tim es a 
week in the Union.” They feel very strongly about 
having students involved in the actions of the 
Com m unity Council. P resen tly , if a student has an 
idea or a gripe, he or she w rites a le tte r to the 
editors of the Law rentian and the issue is forgotten 
by the next week. Instead of going at som ething in 
this roundabout m anner, “students could bring 
their ideas and gripes to us directly, so we can 
presen t a bill to the Council before the issues d ies .’’ 
Beth and Mike “w ant to end the present student 
apathy  by m aking the first move tow ard a com ­
m unity orientated  cam pus.”
In addition to their platform , Mike and Beth have 
a few housekeeping chores they would like done:
1) reorganize the LUCC com m ittee s tru c tu re— 
“ presently  a lot of the com m ittees a re  redundant 
and som e don’t even function, plus there a re  other 
a re a s  that need new and special com m ittees ,’ 
Nowak and Johnson plan to increase the functions 
and powers of the com m ittees;
2) to have a weekly le tte r to the Law rentian from 
the P residen t or V ice-President “ to keep the 
Law rence com m unity inform ed, and a concise and 
coherent version of the m inutes of the m eetings 
d istribu ted  to everyone;
3) in general, Mike and Beth will keep in contact 
with students and will “ sp read  the influence of 
LUCC.”
Ringer Promises
(Having a lready  lost half my constituency due to 
a graphic faux pas on one of my posters, I hasten to 
assu re  the ladies that all m asculine pronouns below 
a re  generic).
It som etim es seem s to me (I scarce  know how this 
be), that, ‘neath  this bastion of eunomy, run 
caverns of iniquity. Here, w here all rad ian t faces 
count their infinite spaces, dark figures dwell who 
count Law rence hell. I have tried to close my eyes, 
to at least develop stjes. Lord, have I tried to rem ain  
sanguine, but, alas, c an ’t deny w hat I ’ve seen: 
crossed-up c rea tu res  possessed by spleen. From  his 
lofty sum m it the average student cannot plum m et 
to heed this rude, spelaen breed. But, think I. these 
too be students (never mind their universal im ­
prudence), and I hold (if I m ay be so bold), that 
their story, too, must be told.
That darkness might rem ain  in our luminous, 
reconstructed  dom ain, seem s too g rea t a paradox 
for even ivory tow ers to sustain  (and why do I go on 
in this p o e tas te r’s vein?) The possibility of im ­
perfection seem s a th rea t to the very foundations of 
the university. And, without Ford, Rockefeller, et 
al., the soaring edifices of the school m ust topple. 
Intolerable notion!
Would that I could spare  the typical Law rentian 
the pain of calling problem s to his attention. Behold 
him. He sw ays astride  the ruins of in loco parentis, 
towers above the sundered shackles of sexual 
puitanism , and pulverizes the detritus of petty 
regulations beneath his heel like any giant in Pope. 
He knows, as the m ajestic louds sail past his noble 
knowledge-swollen head, that his position is one of 
which past generations would never have dream ed. 
His gaze extends forever (which, as we know, is 
never; but le t’s not be m undane). And, in the em ­
pyrean silences within which his head is shrouded, 
the Law rentian voices the question: does LUCC 
have any purpose9 Vague voices ripple into tym- 
pam, because, for m any, it seem s that we have so 
trium phed o’e r our foes that nothing is left us but 
to fold up our books, stereos, LUCC , and steal into 
the night. The m orbund sta te  of LUCC offers ap ­
paren t support for their position. I, however, 
disagree.
The prosaic a re  apt to think up such cagey 
questions as: w hat is your platform  when reduced 
from the spirit to the word? Which, I assum e, 
m eans som ething like: what will you do if elected? 
Such hard-nosed types exist and it is the duty of any 
candidate to respond to them as well. I^et us to b rass 
tacks get now, then.
One m iasm a a t any college is the subtle d isin­
tegration of the studen t’s control (never extensive) 
over his life. O ther people decide what he will read  
when, and when he will w rite w hat; social circles 
perpetuate  them selves and determ ine recreation , 
dining hours, etc. Some students have com plained 
about this to m e. A pparently, being a bio m ajor and 
inhabitant of dining room A a re  insufficient 
definition. When elected, my first official ac t will be 
the creation of a m onsterous bureaucracv  in which 
all students will hold an office. No m ore feelings of 
pow erlessness as you issue a stream  of c ircu lars, 
declarations of w ar, and m andates for change P lay 
the big-time politics gam e in the privacy of your 
own room, shooting out m em os, p ress-releases, and 
poison-pen le tters just like real professors and 
bureaucra ts. (One happy side-effeet of my plan is 
that it will shut the gap between faculty and 
students. We will all be going nowhere in the sam e 
direction. Of course, aesthetically  speaking, it is a 
trifle b latan t. Does it really  need to be spelled-out 
that LU is ju st another paper-m ill on the Fox? 
Offices will be set up to en terta in  this question).
Sexual and em otional frustrations (I scarce  can 
think it, but am  told) a re  rife a t LU, ever underfoot 
like squirm ing verm in (some basta rd s probably 
expected m e to say  virgins. Which just goes to show 
you.) LUCC has m ade giant strides in the abolition 
of social ills. Open dorm s, beer in the dorm s, coed 
dorm s: all insure that today’s L aw rentian is m uch, 
much happier than his forerunners ever w ere. But 
is happiness enough9 (And, what about the stub­
born, m entioned alx>ve, who insist on frustra tion?) 
Should LUCC stop before the last step  of 
engineering universal b liss7 The hush that hits the 
cam pus w henever LUCC m eets, students aw aiting 
with bated brea th  the legislation which in itiates the 
age of ecstacy , convinces me that we should not 
pause now Given LUCC’s record of prom pt e f­
ficacy, students have every reason to hope that the 
council will take  its last step soon When elected, I 
will not shillv-shally around
Humdinger
My plan is sim ple and m akes use of existing 
resources (ie ., students and the union). In the union 
we have a travel board. You want a ride som e­
w here, just put your nam e and destination on the 
board and, inside of 45 m inutes, begin siphoning the 
overw helm ing response down to the most desirable 
sex, s ta tu re , eye-color, and hobbies. I believe the 
dynam ics of the travel board will work as well in the 
social dimension. Shortly after my election, a social 
board will appear in the union. Students will place 
ca rd s on the board giving any physical charac-
FOR PRESIDENT. MERRITT RINGER.
te ristics they happen to possess and their special 
p references for social intercourse. Within the hour, 
com puters predict, all custom ers will be satisfied 
and the union will earn  its nam e. In o rder to 
facilitate this plan, the recreational supply room 
will be open 24 hours a day. E very m an knows that 
women a re  afte r the real equipm ent. For a nominal 
fee, the union will rent, to e ither sex, the proper 
tools and accessories.
A word about academ ics Some students fancy 
that LUCC, or som e other student organization, 
ought to have a m ajo r role in scholastic m atte rs. My 
adm inistration  will have nothing to do with such 
absurdities. At any college a s  large as L aw rence we 
a re  bound to have som e dissatisfaction over the 
educational process Students at Madison and 
Berkley also com plain about the reserve, and even 
contem pt, which the faculty shows students The 
next tim e one of you sidewinders (you know who you 
are ) w ants to squirrel your way out of p a rt of your 
70-150 pages of papers and 6 to H tests each term , you 
would do well to rem em ber this ancient m axim  the 
unexam ined life is not worth living 
But, I have spoken enough Suffice to say that 
I^w ren ce  was here before we cam e, and, it will be 
here before we leave Stasis is all. Combining nine 
and two thirds years  since we cam e here, Dan and 
m yself a re  the em bodim ent of this stasis There is 
no end in sight and we expect tenure daily.
—M ERRIT RINGER
Ringer Full Of 
Linguistic Skill
by Paul Donnelly
M erritt R inger and Dan Shaugiinessy a re  running 
as a team  for President and V ice-President 
respectively The whole of their p latform  res ts  on 
the assum ption that politics is a rt and, as such, 
should be c rea tive  and enterta in ing  Irony is em 
ployed as a m eans of dealing with the Law rence 
U niversity situation: the d isintegration of control, 
the bureaucracy  and the professors, and the work 
load and the obsession with controls on students 
( e g  grades).
Viking Harriers 
Run In Nationals
by Scott R ussell
Last weekend, the Law rence 
University Cross Country team 
finished the season by com peting 
in the Sm all College N ationals at 
W heaton C o llege in Illin o is . 
R epresenting the Vikings w ere 
Dan B runeau, John C handler, 
Jim  B eres, and Rick Lawrence.
A total of 283 runners com peted 
in the division for sm all liberal 
a r t s  co lleg es . F i r s t  p lace , 
te a m w ise , w ent to A sh land  
College of Ohio. T heir num ber 
one runner, Steve F oster placed 
first in the m eet with a tim e of 
24:26.
Finishing first for Law rence 
was, as usual, Dan B runeau, who, 
with a tim e of 27:08, finished 156. 
Throughout the year B runeau has 
consistently placed first for the 
Vike harriers . He took first in the 
L aw ren ce  U n iv e rs ity  C ross 
Country Invitational, and set the 
course record  for Whiting Field 
(21:15). Also he took 14th in the 
Midwest Conference Meet, 28th in 
the  U W -Oshkosh In v ita tio n a l 
Relays, and 9th in the Milwaukee 
Tech. relays.
The second finisher for the 
Vikes was Jim  B eres (28:03) 
taking 205 place. Highlighting his
season was a 7th place finish in 
the LU Invitational, 29th in the 
co n fe re n c e  m e e t, 28th a t 
Oshkosh, and 31st a t Milwaukee.
Close behind him w ere both 
John Chandler (221) and Rick 
Lawrence (223) with tim es of 
28:26 and 28:27 respectively. 
John finished 2nd in the LU in­
vitational and 63rd at Oshkosh, 
while Rick took tenth at the LU 
In v ita tio n a l an d  39th a t 
Milwaukee.
Also running for Law rence this 
year, but unable to a ttend the 
N a tio n a ls , w as J a y  L aJo n e . 
F inishing 27 at conference, 58th 
at Oshkosh and 3rd a t the LU 
Invitational, Jay  again  had a 
g rea t year.
Also com peting this year for 
Law rence w as Brian F a rm er 
who took 4th a t the LU In­
vitational, Pete  S ievart, Dennis 
Quinlan, and Chris F ager.
Overall, the H arrie rs  posted a 
r e s p e c ta b le  se a so n . T hey 
finished 9th at the very tough 
O shkosh  R e lay s , 5th a t th e  
M ilwaukee Tech. R elays, and 
su c c e s s fu lly  d e fen d ed  th e ir  
L aw ren ce  In v ita tio n a l title . 
Finally, they repeated  last y e a r ’s 
fifth place conference finish.
L.U.S.T. Creams Tech
by Curt Cohen 
and Tracy Kahl 
Two goals scored by both Ken 
Kolodner and M ark Taylor led 
the Law rence U niversity Soccer 
Team  (L.U.S.T.) to a 6-1 victory 
over the U niversity of Wisconsin- 
Fox Valley Tech last Saturday.
In their final gam e of the 
season the Vikes had no com 
petition as they went ahead to 
stay  early  in the gam e on 
Kolodner’s first goal. Co-captain 
Robby “The B ea r” B earm an 
deflected a shot a t the Tech goal 
which was saved. Forw ard John 
Im se took a rebound which the 
goaltender also m anaged to save. 
Kolodner, “ johnny-on-the-spot,” 
how ever, took th e  second  
rebound and notched his third 
goal of the season 
This was only the beginning of 
what was to be a com pletely 
Lawrence-dom inated gam e, as 
the Vikes pounded the poor Tech 
goalie with 25 shots.
Kolodner again scored late in 
the first half as he took a feed 
from halfback Kyran Dowling 
and chipped a high 13-yard shot 
o ver th e  p ro s tra te  UW -FVT 
goaltender 
The Cyclones cam e back early  
in the second half as Co-captain 
Bill Denis failed to c lear a loose 
ball deep in the Law rence zone 
Tech forw ard Guy V erstagen
Joe k Shorts
MIXED INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL
Sparked by the w om en’s lib 
m ovem ent and a  desire  for all to 
join in. “ m ixed” volleyball has 
come to Law rence. Goaded by 
“ Ms. & Mr ” , the U niversity 
Public Relations team , scores of 
Law rentians of all sexes have 
risen to the challenge of doing 
battle with this dedicated  band of 
scrappers.
The result? A sm ashing victory 
over the Off-Campus team  in two 
stra igh t gam es, 15-13, 15 9. and a 
frightened forfeit by T rever 
O ther scores w ere:
D .G .’s over Faculty  by forfeit 
F ig i’s over T rever by forfeit 
Cooke House over Faculty  by 
forfeit
F ig i’s over D .G .’s by forfeit 
Sage over P lantz 15-13, 15-9 
Sage over B etas 15-4, 8-15, 15-12 
O rm sbv over B etas 15-13, 11-15, 
15-13
O rmsby over P lantz 15-12, 15-11 
The final mixed gam es will be 
held on T hursday. N ovem ber 29 
at 7 and 7:45 p.m .
SHALL WE DANCE? (photos by Rick Hearn)
Football Season Ends With Victory
found the range and beat Vike 
goalie Hall “ H unt” Taylor from 
5 yards
F irs t year Vike John “P elito” 
McGee put the gam e out of reach  
as he scored his th ird  goal of the 
season. Kolodner angled a pass to 
McGee at cen te r halfback, and 
"P e lito” drilled a 25-yard drive 
into the upper left corner of the 
goal.
C enter forw ard Mark Taylor 
scored his first goal of the gam e 
and second goal of the season on a 
throw-in from Dowling. Deep in 
the Cyclone zone, Kyran hit 
T aylor who powered a 5-yard shot 
for the V ikes’ fourth goal
B earm an notched his own goal 
on a 25-yard shot from the right 
wing into the upper corner of the 
Tech goal. “The B ea r” moved in 
all alone on his wing and ex ­
ploded for his fourth goal of the 
1973 season 
T aylor concluded a long a f­
ternoon of Law rence scoring by 
breaking through the Cyclone 
fullback line on a feed from 
McGee and beating the lone 
goaltender from in close 
C oach H ans T e rn e s  c o m ­
m ented a fte r his team  had ended 
their season at 4-3-1 by saying, 
“ It w as a nice end ing .” Ternes 
continued, “We finally found the 
right com bination the 3-3-3-1 
system  Actually there  a re  six 
forw ards, because the halfbacks 
can play up if it w orks.”
T he V ikes w ill be sa y in g  
goodbye to defensive “stopper” 
Bill D en is, a U n iv e rs ity  of 
Chicago Lab School All-League 
p layer, as well as All-State 
(Illinois» goaltender Hall Taylor, 
since both will be g raduating  in 
June.
M entor T e rn e s  c o m m e n te d , 
“ It 's  a sham e, we w ere just 
beginning to c lick ; our record 
should be som ething like 6-2, 
instead of 4-3-1. In som e of our 
g a m e s  we w ere  em o tio n a lly  
dow n."
Next season l^iw rence will 
have a real dilem m a as virtually  
none of the team s it has com peted 
against in the past will play the 
Vikes, since L.U.S.T is slill only 
a “c lub” level sport
Additionally first-year coach 
Hans T ernes will be overseas 
(G erm any) during the fall term , 
so the Vikes will also be without 
their best coach in years Unless 
the Athletic D epartm ent comes 
through, one way or another, the 
fu tu re  of the  L aw ren ce  
University Soccer Team  looks 
quite dism al
Although the Law rence football 
team  began the season as if to 
follow the trail of last years 
d isaster, they righted the ship for 
a 4 and 4 reco rd ; good enough for 
6th place in conference. Com 
m ented Coach Roberts, “This 
team  felt every gam e was a big 
gam e and they played that way. 
I ’d say this team  is a coach’s 
d ream  They got beat early  and 
had a lot of disappointm ents but 
a lw ays bounced back .”
Possibly this could be a t­
tributed to senior pride. The ten 
last year men had little  desire to 
end their c a ree rs  with a d isap ­
pointing season. After dropping 
the first gam e to Knox, followed 
by s tin g in g  d e fe a ts  to the  
toughest team s on the schedule, 
Coe and Monmouth, the essen ­
tially young Vikes did not give up. 
Said Roberts, “This is a very 
different team  from som e I ’ve 
had in my nine years here. I ’ve 
had som e team s that d idn’t get a 
good s ta rt and never cam e 
together and we even had som e 
team s in the cham pionship years 
which d idn’t m esh this well 
during the season "
Following these three con­
secutive defeats, cam e the vic­
tory over Grinnell. However, 
apparen t d isaste r w as not abated  
as the next weekend Ripon’s 
R edm en  m u tila te d  the  loyal 
V ikes. C o m m en tin g  on th e  
defeat, R oberts replied, “ We 
w ere  c o n te m p la tin g  som e 
changes for the Carleton gam e 
(the Vikes next opponent) but 
everyone w as so eager and 
nobody w anted to quit that we 
stayed with them . I just never 
had a group react as well. The 
team  and especially our captains, 
Sam M cCreedy and T erry Kent, 
just w anted to do w ell.”
The Law rence team  really  
cam e to life for the homecoming 
contest. After defeating Carleton, 
the Vikes then beat Beloit and 
Cornell in their “ End of the 
Season S purt".
The key to the last m inute 
success w as spirit The offense 
and the defense began to pull 
together The defense, rough 
and tough, began to constantly 
provide turnovers for the offense. 
The offense, taking the free 
o p p o rtu n it ie s , b e c a m e  the  
m aste rs  of the big play. A never - 
say-die spirit took hold as the 
team  fought its way from the 
doldrum s to victory.
Indicative of this rising spirit is 
the perform ance of the defense. 
In the last three gam es, 24 enem y 
turnovers were forced. The total 
defense, once ra ted  worst in the 
conference moved up to fifth, just 
2 yards per gam e behind the 
fourth place team  On pass 
defense, the Vikes w ere rated  
third, perm itting  only 111 yards 
per gam e.
F u r th e r  in d ic a tio n s  of th is 
sp irit, according to R oberts were 
such notable plays as, “ Tim 
P ru e t t  m ak in g  a touchdow n 
catch against Carleton when he 
hadn 't caught a pass all y ear 
Sam  M cC reedy  m ak in g  
n u m ero u s  big c a tc h e s . Ja c k  
A n d e rso n ’s q u a r te rb a c k in g  
against Knox Ken M eyers’s play
calling against Carleton Bob 
M o n tg o m ery ’s ru n n in g  and  
blocking. T erry Kent moving 
from offense to defense. Joe 
Berghius making several key 
plays. Steve Neuman starting  at 
fu llb ack , sw itch in g  b e tw een  
defense and offense. Tom Lietke 
m ak in g  in te rc e p tio n s . R ick 
F lo m ’s d e fen s iv e  p lay . J im  
F o rb u sh  m ak in g  su cce ssfu l 
sa fe ty  b litzes . J e f f  R eeves 
moving into the defensive line."
According to Roberts, “ Our 
Captains (seniors Sam McCreedy 
an d  T e rry  K en t) and  o th e r  
seniors had a lot to do with our 
season. They provided the spirit 
and leadership you need to have a 
successful season.”
As for in d iv id u a l p e r ­
form ances, probably the out­
s ta n d in g  se n io rs  w ere  Sam  
M cCreedy, T erry  Kent, and Steve 
Ehren.
Besides his exceptional pass 
catching ability, R oberts noted 
M cCreedy’s value to the team  
was m ore as a captain. He 
worked real hard and he w anted
to win badly. He worked as hard 
off the field as he did on it. He 
gave us real leadership. That 
goes for Co-captain T erry  Kent, 
too.”
Kicking specialist Steve Erhen 
booted 15 out of 17 P  A T. for an 
.882 proficiency. Giving a steady 
p e rfo rm a n c e  th ro u g h o u t th e  
year, he cam e close to being 
perfect. His two m isses cam e on 
a bad penalty  that nullified a kick 
which he eventually had to kick 
from 35 yards, and against Beloit 
when a different type of ball was 
being used.
This y ear w as quite successful 
for Law rence gridders. They 
saved a d isastrous season and 
m ad e  it re s p e c ta b le . T hey 
showed talent and poise, which 
experience will be able to exploit 
next year.
Said R oberts, “ We have some 
fine young receivers coming 
back. If I could give Santa a list. 
I’d ask him to fill my stocking 
with a couple of big linemen. I ’m 




The Vikings ended an initially 
d is a p p o in tin g , though  fin a lly  
successful season last Saturday 
by defeating Cornell College 21 to 
12. This w as not only their third 
victory in a row, but m arked the 
third consecutive gam e in which 
en em y  tu rn o v e rs  c o n tr ib u te d  
m ightily to the v ictory: 24 in the 
last 3 gam es.
F re s h m a n  Jo e  B erg h u is  
continued his s te lla r defensive 
play with one interception and 
two fum ble recoveries. He also 
caused another Ram fum ble on 
the Law rence goal line which w as 
subsequently recovered by Jeff 
Reeves In L aw rence’s last three 
v ic to r ie s , B e rg h u is  has a c ­
cum ulated a total of 5 pass in­
terceptions, 4 fum ble recoveries, 
has caused 1 fum ble, and against 
Beloit, re turned a punt for a 
touchdown.
A ugm en ting  th e  one-m an  
defense, both Tom Liedtke and 
M ike D eLonge in te rc e p te d  2 
p a sse s . A lso, b e s id e s  the  
a fo re m e n tio n e d  J e f f  R eeves 
fum ble recovery , Mike Knipp 
re c o v e re d  a fo u rth  C ornell 
fumble.
The Vike defense held C ornell’s 
running gam e to but 18 net yards. 
The front line put sufficient
pressu re  on Cornell that the pass 
defense w as able to excel and Jim  
Forbush w as perm itted  to safety 
blitz.
Pow ering the offense was a 
Ken M eyers com pleted passing 
play of 52 yards to Steve Ehren on 
the first play. Sam McCreedy 
caught a touchdown pass which 
tied him lor second on the all- 
tim e Vikings list for touchdown 
passes in one year. (The record is 
held by little All-American Sal 
Cianciola who caught seven in 
1952and 1953. M cCreedy with six, 
is tied w-ith Ciancilo who had an 
“off" y ea r.) R oberts also cited 
running backs Joe Troy and Bob 
M on tgom ery  for th e ir  o u t­
standing play and “of course, our 
offensive line has been doing an 
outstanding job".
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